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Campus skating rink
possibility for fall
Art area ice skating rink may
be built by next fall between the
Physical Plant building and the
South Campus
tennis
courts
President
Charles E. Shain an:
nounced this week.
The plans,
a year
in the
making, call for a facility to be
constructed
and operated by Dr.

successful, Mr. Shain said it
.might net $200,000 a year. The
developer is said to have interested
the
Coast
Guard
Academy, the submarine
base
~"d t,he New London communit;
In using the facility. It would be
taxable property.
The rink would be large enough
Ross Pierpont, a Baltimore real for two ice sheets plus spectator
estate developer. Mr. Shain said seals, an an estimated cost of
the College would only lease the
$800,000 to $1 million.
land and would put no money into
Dr. Pierpont
and William
the coostructicn.
'Nahas, mayor of New London
He said a "letter of intent" - a . met with the Board of Trustees
form of corrunittment
to the
last week for serious discussions
aboul the rink.
undertaking
will be sent
shortly to MI'. Pierpont at the
direction
of the
Board
of
Trustees.
Payment to the College for the
by Lynn Col.
land, according
to Shain, will
Ten weeks after a Conn Student
probably come as two hours of ice
was raped in her complex room,
trme pel' day, which at $50 an
the door by which the rapist
hour is worth $25,000 a year.
probably
entered her dormitory
Although arrangements
are only
is unlocked and unlockable.
"prel irninar y;" the President
Two Pundit editors Monday
said that the College would likely
between 12:30 a.m. and 1:30 a.rn.
take gradual control of the rink
also found that without keys they
operation over a 20-year period.
could, easily enter 11 campus
He added that there was some dormitories. In addition to the
chance that the College would
complex dorms, K.B., Smith,
receive a percentage of the gross
Burdick, Freeman, andJ:A. were
receipts in the meantime.
not secured
Mr. Pierpont intends the rink to
The front door of Park may not
be a money-making
operation. If
be locked because the locking
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'74 applications up but SAT's down
by Carln Gordon
While colleges
across
the
country find it more difficult to
fill their class rosters and many
face the prospect 01 closing for
lack of students, Conn. enjoys a

25 per cent increase over last
year in the nwnber of applicants.
However, COM does follow
another national trend the
decline in SCholastic Aptitude
Test (SAT) scores 01 incominll

Faulty door probably rapist's entrance
mechanism is broken. According
to one Park resident the fact that
the door does not lock is widely
known by residents of his dorm.
In the old dorms the straps that
keep the door open were fastened
in the unlocked position.
"The dorms were checked at
hourly intervals,"
said Francis
P. O'Grady, chief of security,"
and a special man was in the
Complex all night."
"Of course we found several
(old)
dorms
unlocked"
he
continued
'

Dorms are locked at about 7
p.m. and then reopened at 6 a.rn,
by the security guards. However
itisa simple matter to unlock the
doors
in every
dorm
once
security has made their rounds.
In the old dorms a strap can be
refastened;
in the complex
dorms a lab on the top of the door
frame can be lifted preventing
the door from closing completely.
During
the half-hour
investigation of the Complex
no
security guard was spotted b; the
Pundit editors.

freshmen, it was learned in an
interview
with Jeannette
B.
Hersey, Director <X Admissions
here.
0....the past flve years Com's
SAT scores in verbal and math
have dropped 20 points to the
present
590 for both
"but

achievement

test scor'es are

substantially higher," stated Ms.
Hersey. g,e attributes tllia drop
oot to a less intelligent student
body, but to a possblly invalid
method oftesting. "The SAT does
oot test what is currently being
taught in English courses ... we
are deallng with a TV generation,
as contrasted
with
earlier
generations
for whom readlng
was a habit. (The drop In SAT
scores) might reflect the Impact
of non-verbal communication"
she added.
'
Director Hersey agrees with
the Educational Testing service
(ETS) which "prepares
and
scores" the SAT's, that the exam
is being taken by a broader range
<X students,
yet less <X the
brighter students are taking the
exam because rI. lldisaffecUon"
with college. SInce most colleges
including Com do not consld ...
the exam score as Important as
class standing, extra-curricular

activities and recommendations,

BREAKING
aSsuming

IN
a shifty

IS EASY.
posture,

Pundit
entered

editor
Park

Bernie
without

Zelitch,

about
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Blackstone to enter all-campus dorm lottery
by Sally Abrahms
Blackstone, presently the only
black dorm on campus, will be
entered in theall-campus
housing
lottery this Spring. Besides being
a dorm, Blackstone also serves'
as a black cultural center. This
may be moved off campus.
According to President Charles

next year, Mr. Shain said he was
not sure.
Mr. Shain noted a financial
problem the school has had in
keeping it an all black dorm.
"The College was losing money
on it. Not enough were living in
the dorm," he said.
Mr. Shain
added
that
a

E. Shain,
the New England
branch
of the Civil
Rights
Division of Health, Education,
by Sue Maunders
and Welfare in Boston suggested
Student Advisory Committees'
to the College that it should
rights to consideration of faculty
discontinue
its all black dorm.
employment decisions have been
"The students saw the letter
violated
in the recently
an(from' H.E,W.)
and became
nounced departmental
decisions,
cOr1vlnced of what
we were
a Pundit survey indicated this
convinced of long ago, that it week,
(Blackstone)
was out of date,
Students' rights to actipn and
"Mr. Shain said.
consideration
on faculty
emBlackstone
has been an all
ployment decisions
have been
black dorm for foul' years. When
violated repeatedly
in the ten
asked if Blackstone will be c<>-ed

minority or cultural center may
be set up at 168 Mohegan Ave. in
ew London. This building is
presently
faculty apartments.
There is a possibility that four
students might live upstairs at
the cultural center.
~hen. asked if there was ~~ch
anunoslty
about the dectsion.

Audrey Sharpe, housefellow of
Blackstone, said, "There was no
choice.
l"s
hot as though
President Shain said it. The word
came from higher up."
Ms. Sharpe added, "It's not
something you agree with but
accept."

ov...

Student speeches
CaodIdates
for tbe Stadeat
Govenml.eot offlcel <X prelldeD\,
vice presideD\, IIJId cbalrpenoa
<X judIcIary BoanI
pre_t
their lpeech,1
Tuelday,
February zs, at 7:01 p.m. lD Bale

wm

G.

Student advice unsought in staf/decisions
recently
announced
college
faculty changes.
The Student
Advisory Corrunittees for every
academic
department
were
created
to allow students
to
represent their opinioflS and to
bl'ing these opinions to the attention
of the
department
chairperson.
In a sw-vey of the ten depar~
ments
affected
by faculty
changes,
four of these
com-

students take the SAT only once
thus avoiding the usual increase
In score.
While admitting that the "high
lui tion discourages
many from
applying," Ms. Hersey
stated,
"still many others are lured here
by the wannth of the campus and
the new academic program
which is foond to be Oenble."
"There is no doobt that the
reputation is reassuring. Despite
the fact that the school is co-ed,
many women come here because
they belleve Colli is dedicated to
a woman's educaWon."
Surprisingly
a higher percentge 01 men over women who
are accepted eventually come
here. 35 per cent more men have
applled tlls year than last. 20 per
cent more women.
The admissions oUlce expects 10process
'....ell
two thousand
~
plIcations, and bas held 1874
lnterviefnl since last July.
(CWIlMied 011 Pale II)

miltees were either not informed
or not consulted
about
the
specific faculty change
being
made by their departments.
In
five cases,
student
advisory
comrnitteeii had meetings. were
consulted and were allowed to
vote and--or take surveys
of
student
departmental
feelings
(especially
concerning
termination issues). However, they
(CoatlDued ODPale 10)

HaD, room 1%2.
VotlDg wm lake place
do",," lbe aut
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i===L=e=t=te=rs=t=='o=t=he=e=d=i=t=o=r===
it To the Editor:

freely but regard It 88 mch.
bar mitzvah either, It may be a
~ Great reporting
in the
DwRoygTMilnay·lore.
kind 01 rile depassage, but it is no
• Fetruary I' Pundlt-accurate
kind of bar mitzvah. It is no kind
;::; and clear. Many thanIts.
For The CroCommittee of Jewish ceremony- nomatler
>SIncerely, To the Editor:
how many Jews you may think
:;;
MaryN.HaII,M.D.,
In an article in the Pundit of have one. All of which goes to
2
Director,Student Feb. 14, Mr. Shain is quoted as show,I guess, that Mr. Shain hut
.0
Health service saying, "What the PhD says is, 'I keine Yiddische kup, But then
G>
u, To The Editor:
am a mench' in a way. It is a kind what else could one expect
. I from
f
..
As we conclude our finlt ex- of bar mitzvah." Actually, the the person responsib e or
:a treme1ylncartlveweekattheCro PhD says no such thing. It may scheduling commencement and
§ Bar It has become apparent to say one is a chochimor a maven both registration days this year
Q. AttiUoM.Regoln,Permittee, and
in his area of speciality, but nota
on Shabos?
Shalom,
to
theinCrazier
C6inmltte
that
orderWilliams
to mInImlze
any menc.h A PhD may indicate one '
Yakov ben Cblsm .
·
is technically
skilled or Ed. DO
te: Th" writer 01 this letter
mlsun derstan d109 or hard
knowledgeable. However, it is
feelings, the college conununity certainly no indicator 01 ~sbes bis true Identity to be
should be aware of the stale laws maturity. The PhD is no kind of WIthheld.
and regnlations onder which the
K'

~.::.cr°f::~he
I~::\'::

absolulely no say concerning
these regulations. H they are

-

-OK

Stu dId
ent ea ers-must
take strong stands
"

Concern for rape and
security needed ,
Pundit conducted its simple te st of security this w-eek
to see how easy it is for unwanted
people to enter the
dormitories.
One unwanted
(and
UljappI:ehendedJ
peI:Son':'-arapist-has
received much publicity lately
for his entrance, but he has many vagrant and sometime
thieving colleagues who-get less not,ice. A number 'of
them may have in the early hours passed through the
unlocked doors which Pundit found to be commonplace.
It is probably that the 'rapist .entered the Complex
through the penn. anently open. door .in Park: Although
the faulty lock IS known to residents in Park; those who
should make it their business to worry have not worrl'ed
about the door. Weeks~afte~ Conn's first dormitory rape,
the broken door remains a testament
to sloppy thinking
about dormitory security.
The Park housefellow, Patricia Whittaker,
says that
until Pundit, pointed it out to her last Monday, she was
unaware of the faulty lock. And President
Charles E.

It is important that the Student Governm.ent leaders' Shain has spoken to Pundit about the need for "proper
elected
this Wednesday
be strong, assertive
and use of keys" as if keys could have closed a broken door. ~
aggressive.
Pundit
agrees
with outgoing
Student
When asked Jan. 30 what, if any, precautions
will be
Government President Laurie J. Lesser when she says taken, to prevent future campus rape, the President told
"the new leaders must make their place known to Pundit, "Any answer I make will seem to mapy people
1. Stale fire" laws make the Conn's new president. The new president must be shown ineffectual. There has never been a rape on campus to
capacity of the bar SO people. Yoo that the students need and deserve a voice in the atfairs
my knowledge, before this one. But as you know the
probably have experienced oor of the College, and effective officers are a must.
privacy of many rooms has been invaded for the 'pur=~~~~do~:a:~
Pundit urges all candidates
to take a stand on van. poses of stealing. All we can do is to try to persuade
constant coont. You can belp dalism and the "rnor ale-problern." Is it necessary to peopleto p.rotect themselves by the proper use of keys
shorten the wait by being con- strengthen the Judiciary Board (J.B.), extend the hours )heX. are given and by asking-them to accept responsiderate. H yoo've had lour of Cro or the library, or plan more events on weekends?
sibility for the safety of others by the kind of basic
=:.,rs~:l~~omeone else have a All Student
Government
officers,
especially
J. B. ~nSlderatIon ~hat peof,le living in a group must always
2. The license issued is a chairperson,
must work to improve the social en.
ave. for one a.nother.
speclaI license requiring a Conn vironment
on campus.
It IS worth discussmg the rape and its inappropriate
Coliegel.D.; It must be presented
Candidates must consider the role offaculty here. Are response, or more accurately,
Its lack. of response. The
at the donr
faculty to be seen and heard only in the classroom br FBI says that all rapes have increased in the last five
beve;g:'':~~
:o~~~o~fo
should they be brought back on campus for meals, social .ye~s by 70 per cent.. Although breakdowns
are not
thebar.HweseeaboUleitwlJ)
events and just plain talk? If student government 01. avallable,campusrapesh~vebeenontherise-notjust
be conffscated or yoo wlJ) be ficers wish the faculty to be closer to the students,
at the places like the Umversity
of Michigan in Ann
asked to leave, again, if we are perhaps the students should take more of an interest in Arbor, but also at the places like Swarthmore
(Pa.J
caught violating this rule we wlJ) the faculty. Our primary concern here is education and College .. According to a recent survey by Associated
~:":~wi~"'::itleHU::":;~
. we alone are most effected by teacher cutbacks. Student Press wrIter Terry Ryan, security officials give "lack of
put It away. one mistake wlJ) Government candidates should express their views on concern" as a main reason for the crime's increased
hurt everyone.
the tenure system and the Summer StUdy Commission mCldence on the campus. A telephone check by Pundit
The codes that the Committee Report to save money through less faculty.
this ~eek showed that some colleges are showing some
have
are an effort
to
W~ nee d a new an d .Innovative calendar, whose for· concern a b ou t ~ec~1 't y and personal pr.otection:
meet established
legal requirements
withoot
'
inlnldinng on the privlIeges of ' maloon should not be left up fo the Calendar Committee
-At OberlIn <Ohio) College a· fool-proof card-key
our patrons. We ask that coats be alone. Candidates should offer ideas.
system has beeh inst<illed. The laminated
plastic card
left on the racks provided outNor should the pr.oblem of hpusing be left .entirely to l)as a pattern of magnetic fields which corresponds to a
side, or in the Coatrool1lS In the the HOUSing Committee.
Student Government officers card-keyhole. Dodrs remain locked at all times and only
~~~
f~~lnP;;::~:
should be a major influence
in that committee's
holders of cards can enter.
.
and wlJ) allow our waitresses to
decisions on whet,her Conn ,has random housing or uses a ... -At
~';Varthmore," a school
smaller
and more
move qulcltly and efficiently
lotter.y system..
Isolated
th.an Conn; an escort system was developed
through the bar. More 1mIt IS not enou.gh for candidates
to take a stand and to stop a se.nes of rapes on the grounds, in dormitory
::;,~~
~ ~~
~/:y:
express their OPinionS. Students .must listen carefully to rooms and m bathrooms. A Volkswagen-type
bus runs
wish to stand at the bar or wishto
the speeches ~nd r~ad the platforms.
The ultimate around the campus after dark making stops at each
pfck up your own beer rather
responSibility lies With the students who show enough bwlding and dormitory.
than use the waitresses, please concern to vote.
-To prevent bathroom attacks ' Wes Ieyan U mv
. ersity
I· M'ddl
lea ve space t 0 the right 0f t he
don Ito etown, ct., has installed
locks on women's
cash register so waitresses can
'
rml r b th
"
give and recelve"iJrtfers.Patrons
'1
. Y a rooms. The Wesleyan security guards,
i
with a conelle 1.0. are entitled to
MiW1ddPIICk up, anybody anywhere
even in downtown
Iring in one guest provided he
..
etown.
'
has proof of age and he sign
EdilorialBoard
Pundit wonders 'f th "L
I"
the guest reorioler. Yoo as his
C.. Editors·in·Chiel
I'
I
e
et's not embarrass
the gir
"..
c ' G d
dB'
Z
me of thiOkrn'g' i~bl
.
h
..
host are responsible lor his
aron or on~n ern,e elilch
which th
. IT)e ,urrm~ ,t, e larger securIty problems
actions. Food purchased in the
NewsEdilor
LynnCole stud t e Decem~r
rape suggests. In the meantime,.
snack shop may be brooght in
FeaturesEditor
SueMaunders Go en groups which should be concerned
like Student
Contributing Editor
NinaGeorge
vernment
and
th Women's Group have
'
and colISIDDed
at the bar .
.
.
'e
made no
W
alize the limi'tati
f the
Fine Arts Editor
Judy Bolandand Liz Hufferd
bl
ere
onso
SportsEditor
ElizabethAlspach doPUICstatement about the rape. And be'fore all campus
area we bave to work with. The
PhotographyEditor
SandyParkman
ors are fIxed Mr Sh .
'·"<b
t
Cro Bar unlike other services on
GraphicsEditors
JackieCooperand RachelCarley the r
':
am seems pretty excited a ou
this campus Is a business
AdvertisingEdilor
'Len
LuP"ore to' PNospect of havmg the Sub Base and half of downregnlated by the state liquor
BusinessManager
AndreaStoner
wn ew Londo
l'di
commission. For this reason we
copy Editor
SallyAbrahms
n sIng
around campus on ice skates.
Publish«;d ~y the 5.tudents of Connecticut College Thursdayswh,'lethe
WO
bave
to adopt a hard
line poIicy.
Colleges
. to be printed for a Thursday issue
Elizabeth AlBpacb
We must s1ress
that failure
to
I In ses_510n.InIormation
k
muslbeintheeditors'handsbythat Mondayat 5:00 p.m.,unlessprior
Withthis Issn~ th
was appointed Pundit sports editor last wee.
wlJ)
arr.n~ement~ are ma~e. pundjf's post office box is 1351i there is also
' e newspaperresum
"t
rts
obey the rules of the bar
cost
I ml,l slol In the Pund,'t news ol,,'ce room 212 Crount"
P d'
SaUyAbrams was a . t des,
spo coverage.
US the license. We cannot, bave
:=o~

J"~ty

pe~~ta:~

warnings, no suspension, instant
revocation. It is imperative that
we receive your assistance in the

~r;;:;"o:::=;~=:

cpundit

T

not and will not tolerate behavior
that
will
jeopardize
our
operation. The Cro Bar is a
privilege, enjoy It often, use It

repre~ented

f~r

"

Gnew Pund'tI ed"ltors n am e.d

I

national advertising by National' Educ~tionall A~~

vertislng Serv,ces, In~., 360 Lexington Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017
Edl'~rlal Board mee'mgs are held every Thursday of publica,jo
t
6 ',3 o,m
room 212, ero and every TueSday prior to pUblica'ion at s:~s~n
K B

~

ppom e copy editor. .

.

f'

• -'-

Pub
ndit is DOWaccepting mail
more issues this semester. The
su scription
f
th
'
'
$2 50
f th
S or~ e remainder
price for a subscription is .,
0
,e semester.
payable to Pondlt, Box 1351,
Pondit will publisb aboot leD . ConnecUcut CoDege, New Lon'
don. Ct. 06320.

-
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B y-Line-by-req uest

Chinese lit has place
despite 'new vocationalism
Editor's note: this Is the first
article of a Pundit column which
will- be' written
by non-staff
people on various tpics at the
editors' request.
by Allen Zimmerinan
I happen to admire a literature
that happens to be Chinese, and
since I have made my living for a
while talking
about
it in a
teaching way I suppose that the
interests. I. (display in my cornments here might well be construed as vested. I begin on this
praochial
note' with something
more in mind than anticipation of
rebuttal.
We are all of us in our own way,
islands all in a common sea. At
times we gauge the breadth and
depth of. the sea, at other times
the distances that separate
the
islands, and at still other times
we concentrate
on our own
islandness. We try to balance offf
these times, try to keep concentrations
from
becoming
mutually exclusive.
A t a school
as socially
homogeneous
as Connecticut
Collge sometimes we have to try
very hard. There is a limited
range of diversity
of personal
background, . race, and culture
represented
by the people with
whom we learn and play and eat
and sleep. Four years of this can
blunt those curtceities
which
ideally have brought us here in
the first place. Often it devolves
upon the classroom
to supply
introductions
to diversity.
The
curriculum
includes
courses
whose teachers
have
undertaken
as part
of their
responsibilities
to exe'mplify or to
present facets of such hwnan
diversity, I am one of a number of
people
who are involved
in.
teaching and learning how Asian
peoples have lived, what they
have lived for, and what they are
now in the process of becoming.
My experience
here has convinced me that this is both
}XJssible and, necessary.
It is possible because we all of
us teach and learn as'people"who
are moclern in the sense of being
psychicly omobile. We recognize
tr,~~of, interdepe~d.ence .. We
~lieve,
or we are embarrassed
when we don't believe,
that
people's horizons are not limited
by' where they live and their
decisions involve not only other
known
people
in
known
situations. We believe, or we are
embarrassed
not to believe, that
sectors of moclern society are
interdependent
and
require'
widespread participation,
unlike
isolated
communities
of
traditional
society which functioned .on the basis 'of a highly
co'r\st'tlc1IVli' personalify.
We
proceed on the assumption
Ulat
we can expand
the psychic
mobility
that
allows
us to
imagine
ourselves
as strange
persons in strange situations and
places and times. We recognize
that the experience of travel and
mediated
experience
tl)rqugh
mass conununication
help us to
expand this psychic mobilbity.
I t is necessary
beca use a
course of study in one aspect of
Asian Culture can make a ,mind
reverberate
and can serve as a
representative
inHiatory'
ex~
perience which may lead that
mind to scrutinize itself through

knowledge ot another
culture.
This is perhaps
the primary
purpose
of Asian studies
in
liberal education. (For example,
you can begin to hear Joplin'S
"Freedom's
just another word
for nothing left to lose" as a
statement
of celebration,
not
despair).
It is also necessary
because it opens us up in the
sense of coming to a new
realization of how much there is
to be known.
One of the first things we
discover
is the paradox
of
universal tnunan similarities
in
the face of local diversity. All
human beings are alike, a fact
which is as vivid as the fact ci
their numerous and profound
cultural
differences.
One 0bserver may be fascinated by the
common humanity of all peoples,
while another may be impressed
by irreconcilable
djfferences.
Both aspects of human societies

are real.
To stress
the exotic
and
unusual is 10exhibit no less a bias

Teachers have until April 1
to contest lay-offs
l

e
e

..
:;

II.

,..
D

R.

!
D.

Allen A. Zimmerman
oers if it is a nation. Its people'
take up posn ir es of defense or
apathy by turns. Its instilutions
reflect
this inward
turning:
differences become distractions
and, worse, intrusions.
The study of Asia is instructive
in this regard. No major Asian
civilization is without extensive
intrusions on its formation. Each
has recognized
that no single
tradition has been able to supply
the total intellectual,
aesthetic,
moral, and religious needs of any
Asian
society.
Insofar
as
diversity has been eliminated,
these societies
tend to be

"Tostress the exotic and unusual is to exhibit no less a
bias than to tendentiously gloss over the differences in
favor of the 'oneness of mankind."
than to tendentiously glass over
the differences in favor of the
"oneness of mankind." The first
bias encourages
a student
to
defend
the view
that
the
civtlization
he is studying
is
really unique and may lead him
to undergo a conversion to that
civilization
and proceed
to
develop a new ethnocentrism
under which the .society and
people of his "adoption" can do
no wrong. The second bias might
prompt a student to desensitize
himself in the process of identification, to numb thooe senses
which
are
necessary
to
distinguish
differences,
differences in response to beauty
among oUler things.
It's a tricky kind of balance to
maintain.
But the effort
to
maintain it must be continued,
despite the fact the re§ponse to
what has been called the "new
vocationalism" in undergraduate
institutions
is beginning
to
manifest itself in realignments of
educational priorities.
It is demonstrable
that at this
institution Asian studies does not
need required status to insure its
development.
Indeed,
an increasingly
important
question
now is how Asian studies can best
function in the pre-professional
stage
of
American
undergraduate
education,
the
preliminary stage in the training
of future spetiaJj!;15,
practical
question
to which the "new
vocaltionalism"
demands
an
an5Wer.
But there is perhaps a larger
point in looong at Asia with
critical understanding. Tune was
when interest in Asia was officially encouraged
in order to
discover how lhis'country
might
most strategically
distribute
its
largesse to guarantee favorable
and profitable power alignments
among nations. Later, atapalling
cost of human life, this country
ostensibly
a ttempted
to
guarantee on its own terms an
honorable
peace between
two
nations. Now this coontry won-

a'

weakened
and to enter
into
cultural decline. Asian people
recognize an equilibrium, a unity
of the many forces that are at
work in their civilizations
and
that are constantly interacting on
each other. At each slate of
civilizational
development,
this
unity has been something other
Ulan it was in the previous period,
although
it
maintains
a
recognizable continuity with the
past
I myself would be happy to say
with David Hawkes that "as a
citizen of the world I am entitled
to look on Chinese literature as
part of my heritage." But there's
more to it than tha t

The three teachers who have
been recommended
(or 197~
terrmnation
b)' thetr departmental chatrpersons
have unW
April I to contest that decision,
President Charles E. Shain said
this week.
The teachers are Robert A.
Brookes, tnstructor in astronomy
and physics: Lilianne M. Greene,
assistant professor in French;
and J. Mark Speyer, instructor in
English.
Pundit
incorrectly
reported last week thal Antonio
MOrIllO, assistan t professor
of
Hispanic Studies, may yet appeal
his termination. His termination
has already been approved by the
Board of Trustees.
As described
in the faculty
handbook,
teachers
recommended for termination by their
depar-tment have the right to
present their case in writing to
the President and his Advisory

Tidal marsh grant awarded
The National Audubon Society
has made a research grant to
botany
teachers
William
A.
Niering and R. Scott Warren to
help determine
how man has
changed
Connecticut's
tidal
marshes
during the past 100
years.
I'We anticipate,"
Mr. Niering
said, "that the data derived from
this research will be valuable in
formulating marsh management
policy at the legistattve
level

ll

$3,250.
According
to Mr. Griswold,
tuition has increased $200 a year
for the last four years. He said

The project, to be done with the
help of Connecticut
College
students, will focus 011 vegetation
changes in the state's coastal salt
marshes that have been caused
by the restriction or modification
of tidal flushing due to hignway
and
railroad
causeways,
mosquito
ditching,
and
installation of tidal gates.
thereby preserving the integrity
of this productive
biologtcal

system."

Some single course
exchanges still open
Conn students were unable to
enroll in the Eugene
O'Neil
Theater Institute because of a
difference
in academic
calen·
dars. Registrar Robert L. Rhyne
said this week. O'Neil's semester
slarted
three weeks abead of
Conn's.

New tuition called low
Conn's tuition, raised $250 for
next year, still remains at a low
level compared
to 14 other
"comparable
schools, Board of
Trustees
Chairman
W.E.S.
Griswold told Pundit Tuesday.
With an increase of $30 for
I·oom and
board,
resident
students will pay $4,600.
onresident students will be charged

Commiuee. Acconitng to DaVId
G. F.ntm, cbairman t1\be Advisory
Committee
which
is
CllftIIlOIOd of f.cully 1Dl!Ulbon,
his group baa tho rIBbt to malt.
reconmendalions to Mr. Shain
on the three
proposed
t.r-.!
niliwtiom.
Following
reconunendations
from the AdvISory Committee
and receipt of any statements
from the teachers in question, the
PreSident submits hIS recomm.rulatlon in lim. for tho May
meeting of the Board of Trustees.
o stafftng proposals are complete until action IS taken by the
Board of Trustees,
Contacted
this week,
Mr.
Speyer
and
Mr.
Brookes
preferred not to talk about their
recommended terminations.
Ms.
Greene, however, said she woold
definitely
not
contest
the
recommendation.

that the school tries to maintaln a
tuition in the lower half range of
14 schools which are comparable
in size and quality to Conn.
He said that the tuition raise
came at the suggestion of the
Trustee's
Budget Committee.
"The Budget Committee had to
find soorcesof additional funds to
enable students to gel more aid,-'
he said.
The Chairman added that he
did not expect an increase of this
magnitude
tuition for ·7~'76.

However, despite the Coast
Guard Academy'S
three week
Conn
calendar
differencet
students may still attend
exchange courses. The Acadomy
has arranged to give students
extra tutorial lime to make up for
ciasses missed.
The single course exchange
program
with
Wesleyan
University is not hindered by a
calendar variation;
tha,t school
started only len days ahead of
Conn. Transpol1ation is the issue.
The gasoline shol1age and car
problems maIto It d1fflcult for
students to attmd W.aleyan.
The nwnbor of Conn atudenta
enrolled at Wesleyan Is droppinll
every somester,
acoordJllc to
&bort 1.. Rhyne, reglalrar of tho
college. Last fall ooIy flft_
students enroll.d at Wesleyan,
this somester only elght.
While si>; Conn- .tudents study
at the Coast Guard Academy, 23
cadets attend coursos here.

Computer lists car pool names
A computerized car pool listing
has been made for all employees
Ii the College. Others interested
in being added to the list may be,
acCQrding to Stanley J. Wertheimer, faculty coordinalor.
Approximately 500 names have
been included in a l.lt:C:lsure to
encoorage people to use car pools
and save gasoline.
Lists coJ)o
talning names of thooe living in
close and convenient proximity to
one another will be distributed
probably
throogh the campus
mail. It is up to thooe on the lists
to contact one another to arrange

schedules for driVing to and from
the College.
Anyone wishing to be added to
one of the car pools shoold contact Mr. Wertheimer.
Another lisl will be compiled by
next semester for anyone who
wishes to be par t of a car pool
Those people included did not
realize their names were being
placed into Conn's computer for
this purpose.
Arranging
lhe
names,
finding where people
live and programming
all this
information
into the computer
took approximately
100 hoors.

Among those who wori<ed to
compile the lISts were Bernice
Rocque, Bernice Rocliffe, Lindsey Miller, David SChlesinger,
Mr. Wertheimer,
as well as
Ca<rie M. Kent, Greg L. Franklin
and Kathy J. Gorman.

What's left?
WHAT'S LEFI'? d ... not appear
In thJs wed'. ~p"r and wIll be
appoaring b1-moDlbly for tho ~.t
01 lb ........
ter.
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Libe fund $200,000 richer

A $200,000 check from the
financial sunport for theCoUe
Charles A. Dana Foundatwn Inc.
having ~de a $400,000chaUeng:
...P.ORD£R'OF
NTH'
S~Q!lO.
OO/x received by the College In
CONNECTICUT COLJ.FIlE_ _
_
_
grant In 1967 for construction ~
Decembe"r has brought. the
the arts center and havin
N
TH E U
(J DOL_S" ...:.C.:..:.'S
library building fund Within
estabhshed 70 College sCholar~.
nol.L"'"
$330000of its June 30 goal.
ships. Individual
scholarSh'
~
The College has until June 30 to
awards from the foundation t~P
MANuF'ACTlIRERBHANoVER
~
TRUST COMPANY
raise $3 million - about one half
year range from $300 to $1,400~
_-----";
J50 , •• l A......
H_ Ton. N. T. lam
, ~, .) ~ "H__'"
the expected construction .costs
according
to Financial
Aid
LL
U./1AI}(II~1/ 1, A~ ~'./-A
_ if it is to receive a matching $3
Director Marcia Pond.
~
ecr-e t.ar-y-e eaSlirer
Working plans for the library
'l:I
':0 210"00,0':0
I~~ O·'OH? 211'
)
,I million from a George Gun~
Foundation "challenge grant.
bwlding have heen completed b
§
-...,-.-:.:;>2.0
a.
This June deadline has been
New York architects Killian!
exlended from the original Dec.
Beder & Chu. They have designed
31 deadline. Asked this week if
a four-story structure enclosing
more
money
was
expected
100,000
square feet of working
George J. Willauer Jr., co-- committee, which he co-chairs
In the meantime, Mr. Willauer shortly, Director of Development
and storage space, double that
chairperson
of the Trusteewith Trustee Guido Calabresi,
said, his committee "noted that John H. Detmold said there were
provl~ed In the present Palmer
Facully Liason Committee, told "agreed to form some questions
the feds would be aggressive "a lot of prospects."
Library, erected a half century
Pundit this week that the that might be used in solving about
discrimination" and "we
The latest large gift from the
ago.
Trustees will take no action on some of the problems that the
recognize that there may be the G re e n w i c h
f 0 u n d a t ion
The new library, directly north
the Summer
Study Report
Summer Report raises. This
possibility
of
discrimination
In
established
by
the
92-year
old
of
the present library,
will
"without clear sense of the questionnaire will be distributed
continuing the current faculty automotive industrialist brings
provide seating and study space
facul ty' 5 position on it,"
to the Community at a later
salary policies."
. its total contributions to the
for 551 students with shelf space
He also said that his committee
time."
There were difficulties, he said, College in the past six years to
for more than- a half-million
on Feb. 14 suggested the for.
According to the English
books and 271,000pamphlets and
mation of a "committee
of teacher, a representative of the in assessing where the College $965,000.The Dana Foundation is
stands in relation to the federal tlje largest single source of documents.
disinterested people from outside
U.S. Department of Labor from guidelines of fair labor stan-e--,
the college" to look into possible
the State Wage and Hour Division dards. "The committee was
ANEW CONNECTICUT COLLEGE LIBRARY
sex discrimination in faculty
in Hartford examined a faculty
unable to tell from available
Cost Estimate
salaries.
salary list in November and information whether there was
(hyTurner ConstruCtion Co., N.Y.C.)
"
Earlier in the semester, the "found that we are in compliance
discrimination on the basis of sex
as of Decemher 30,1973
faculty voted not to recommend
with the fair labor standards
at the beginning of an apthe Report, but to continue
provisions." The final ruling, he pointment, which could be C<lnstructioncost
$4,540,000
discussion
in its March .6 said,
must
come
tram
continued at the present time." Site work
382;000
meeting. Mr. Willauer said his Washington.
Utilities
50,000
Conlingencles
100,000
Furnishings & equipment
325,000.
Architects & Engineering fees
450,000
~cellaneousexpenses
By BernJe Zeillch
53000
Total, Library Project
The Hasidim, the pious sect of
"Holiness seems far off ... in was penormed in Hebrew wmcn
$5,9~
Jews which believes that even
other people, in other lives, in
College Chaplain David J. Robb Renovation of Palmer
other ages."
trivial human actions are
joked
was the only language in for academic purposes
transports to God's holiness,
The Reform rabbi said the
719,000
which God was reputed to speak. Contingeolces
have much to teach the world,
Hasidim, whose numbers were Robert A. Barres, a sophomore Furnishings
72,000
Rabbi Peter S. Knobel told a
zreatlv diminisbed during the wbo is bead of tbe campus Hillel
_
80,000
Chapel Congregation Sunday.
Nazi Holocaust, hope to "lift the group, taught the Congregation a Architects & Engineering fees
Sli,ooO
Through
the example
of
sparks" that God has left in the Hebrew round translated' as, Miscellaneous expenses
.
..lJWI
stories, which the 3OO-year old
everyday and commorelaes. To "How Good It Is and How Total, non-Uhrary expenses
. $961,000
rivalist sect loves to tell ("God
the Hasid, "there is no quiet Man Lovely."
made man because he loved
must act so that once again God
The collection was given to the Total, New Lihrary .. nd Palmer allerations
$6,861,000
stories"),
Rabbi
Knobel
may be holy." he said that even United Jewisb Appeal.
'------------------------'
depicted a faith in the everyday
sexual Intercourse and natural
things. The part-time instructor
functions are seen as holy actions.
in religion and leader of Temple
Emanuel-In Groton said, '~The
By taking a cue from the
modern era has trivialized
Hasidim, Rabbi Knobel said, we
hyHollYWise.
operation. They visited factories, -there was something growing
everything. We expect only the
would no longer "see tbe world
Helen L. Butlenwleser.
a art guilds and many schools there.
.
extraordinary to have meaning."
from a fragmented and depart- trustee of the College and head where they were entertained with
Though some in the auliience
He said that this era thinks it
mental point of view... We have of tbe. New York chapter Qf the songs and skits.
were taken aback at Ms. Butcan find holiness only by jouran obligation to unify the world." Amencan "CI~il Liberties Union
The museums were always full tenweiser's statement that there
neying to an Indian guru.
Some of the morning service
said
greatest ·of families, Ms. Buttenweiser
was nothing in China that ~e
acethat China IS
m the world. Ms. But- noted, and the ballets and! wanted to buy, sh~d!d go o~. to
~W1eser.spoke on her recent Chinese operas sbe saw never amend it somewhat by saymg
~~:n Chi~a last Thursday 'If· -hadan empty seat. She recalled
that the goods in Cbina are of
She f;::nd a':l:eHall. I t b
goiug to a hockey match while in limited quality. The Chin.ese
Conn College reduced
its
impact of all this is that we spent
happy
friendly "":~de ;. de ChllUl and In the stadium holding this point do not want t~ I~m
consumption of heating fuel by 23 $5,000more on energy during the
workinil. In one of her [.
18,000 there was n~t a vacant
anything,
and, be I . they
per cent and its use of electricity
first seven months of the (fiscal)
political comments about:
.seat. Ho~ever she said th~re was machinery or rayon dre~Sihem_
by 13 per cent during the sevenyear than was bUdgeted," the
country's government and 0 e not a smgle sound dunng the' want to learn to m~ke I wa
month period from July I, 1973to college treasurer told the faculty.
she said "th f I
pe pie. entirethmg excepUaughter when selves ShesaidthatmeVery .. ,y
Jan. 31.
,
ey ee unrepressed
sameon
Id f II
.
bin
re stnvmg
In an energy rltl¥'~l !,!"de to the
and if they feel this wa the'
e wou a, and applause
the people of C . a a
selfwhateversyslem they usel'Ys0 k' ~ when an underdog would score a for total self-suffiCiency and
college faculty Treasurer and
"
pomt
I'
.
Business Manager E. Leroy
Ms. Buttenwiser was struck by
Who
re lance.
.
h d the
,~"
Knight said that the campus
an all-pervasisve
sense of of "r"reyer any. one,?f the group,
Ms. )luttenw~lser
~ last
Four student poets selected by
heating plant burned 170,000 the Connecticut Poetry Circuit
demooracy in.all that she saw
orel~n VISitors went, Ms.
opportunity to go, at
e US'
gallons less of NO.6 heating oil Committee will give a reading of
Every factory,
school
~uttenwe1Ser said they were minute, as a member ofthedshiP
dw-ing these seven months than their works in the Harkness
commune is run by an elected
ways sur~pU/l.AA<!
Qll t\U"pugsof., China
Peoples
FrIeD toW
were cOflSlllled during the same Chapel Crypt at 9:00 p.m. on Feb.
committee
called
the ~IOUS Chmese people. She said Association for a. three w~
period one year ago. The use of 24.
Revolutionary Commitiee whose
~s never a tIme dUrIng the of Red China ibiS past f 'is not
electrical energy was trimmed
purpose is to work to "serve the en Ire p that th~ people did not
Because Ms. ButtenWlSe\ was
The four Connecticut poets are:
by 472,000 kilowatt hours below Elizabeth
people." Ms. Butienweiser stated try to go out of their way to make
a Chinese historian, and I t to
Egloff,
Trinity
the total registered for the same College; Peter Kerr.Jarrett,
that no one criticizes Mao Tse ber comfortahle and to help her quite an accident that sbe ~oand
period last year, he also an- Yale; Jerry McGuire, Middlesex
Tung, that they admire him and ;;;;:,n though she spoke no go to China at all. She amve d of
nounced.
are .':Pleased with his role in
nese.
saw China without a mYrl~ons.
Community
College;
David
The chief financial
officer
making their lives better."·
~esPlte
the development of prejUdices and preconcep, erWeinstock, Wesleyan.
further reported that the decision
Though the tour members were
ustry, China IS still basically
This gave her ~lk a very /
All are English majors. Two
to extend
the
Christmas
allowed
to
come
and
go
as
the
an
agr~n~
Society.
:'Every
sonalized and objective ben .
have published professionally,
academic vacation by 21 -days and all hope to go into fields of
pleased, Ms. Buttenweiser sai~ square mch of cultivable land
She spoke to nearly fIlled D~a
accounted for a major portion of professional writing.
most opted to follow dally tri s must be used to. feed the Hall
Thursday
afternoon'
the overall energy .savings.
planned for them by their guid~
POpulatIon. Ms. Buttenweiser'
February 14. There were m~. Y
Each year the committee
"While
usage'
has
been selects four student poets from
They visited regional and
~~rll~ her astonishment to see Asian' Studies
and C~I~les;
decreasing,
costs have been colleges in Connecticut. Any
bospitals, talked to paramedics
e pots exactly algngside the students,
as well as eo_
increasing, so that the net dollar writers may apply in the fall.
or "barefoot
doctors,"
and road where vegetables would be members of the Trustee CO:::
e
watched
an
acupunctur
~oW1ng. She said that every
mittee and people from
e p ace, anywhere there was soil, community in attendance.
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Manager answers bookstore gripes
by Walter Palmer
Because of inflationary tendencies and .seemingly unfair
policies, the campus bookstore
has recently come under severe
criticism Many people believe
that the bookstore is not working
in the students' interests, due to
inequitable
practices
and
exhorbitant pricing. However,
Bookshop Manager Dorothy S.
Riley demonstrated
that the
policies or the bookstore are
justifiable and that the bookstore
is not responsible for increasing
and highly variable prices.
In an extensive interview, Ms.
Riley stated that the bookstore
sells all books at the list price
stated by the publishers on the
invoice. She claimed that the
books tore never raises the prices,
but merely passes on price Increases by the publishers.
When questioned about the
practice of placing stickers over
the original prices, Ms. Riley
explained that these stickers are
put on by the publishers to denote
price increases after the book
was printed.
This sticker
represents the new list price, as
quoted on the invoice.
The second area of concern
expressed by students involves
the policy that the bookshop will
not grant returns without a
course drop-slip. Basically, this
IS because most publishers will
only accept returns on twenty 'per
cent of a total order. This
stipulation is made because
according to Ms. Riley, when ~
book is returned, it costs the
publisher tbree times lhe original
amount. Under the present
policy, the bookstore has approximately a twenty per cent
return rate. The figures for
spring term, 1973, reflect this.
Out of total sales of 30,000books,
approximately
8,000
were
returned or 26.6 per cent.
The basic problem involves the
fact that it is impossible rpr the
bookstore to know exacllr how
many bodes to order for a given
course. Ordering is done through
requisition forms submitted by
the faculty estimating course
enr ollrnen ts.
U nfortuna tely,
actual course enrollments are
highly
variable
and
unpredictable. Many times a course
will' be over-enrolled well beyond
the nwnber of available texts, in
which case the bookstore immediately processes re-orders.
Under this system of immediate
reordering,
the bookstore is
unable to allow for general
returns, because even if books for
an over-enrolled course were
returned, they would merely
contribute
to unwanted
inventory, since the re-orders had
already been processed.
One alternative
discussed
by Ms. Riley was 'to implement a
two week return period, where
re-ordering would be delayed for
two weeks during which anyone
may return books. In'- this
situation, books for a course that
is over-enrolled could be returned
by 'students who were able to
obtain copies from other sources,
thereby negating the need to reorder. However, the problem
arises that there is no guarantee
that a sufficient nwnber will be
returned
to cover an overenrolled course, in which case
delaying re-orders for two weeks
might greatly inconvience a
student.

Although last. year
the
bocl<storeran 4,000In the red, it is
Intended to make a small profit.
The bodts~re receives a twenty
per cent discount on most hardback text books, which Ms. Riley
claims are unprc1itable, because
the store needs a 26', per cent
discount on books to break even.
Howeve" the discount on trade,
rb
or pape ack books runs from
twenty. to rorty per cent. The
financial
breakdown
is as
follows:
- 16per cent Ior utilities
(heat, Ioght etc.)
•
- 4 per cent tor postage costs.
_ 3 per cent for vandalism
($10,000per year is lost due to
vandalism).
Other suggestions oHered by
Ms. Riley involved the state sales

I

.;

lax and raculty responsibility.
IS one or the only
New England Slates that reqwres
a SlX per cent sales tax on textbooks. Ms. Riley reels that
pressure should be brought on the
legislature to have this repealed
Secondly, Ms. Riley urged the
faculty "not to list books as
required unless they plan to
make full use of them" Finally
Mrs. Riley conunented on
vandalism ISSUein saying that
the majority of those caught
stealingcanwellarrord to pay ror
it. Vandalism in the bookstore
only contributes to already high
prices, and those who do steal
should consider that they are not
only breaking the law, but also
hurting the entire community.
Connecticut
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weNI gains FM license
by Sally Abrabms
After a lenghty but triumphant
legal batlle, the Conn College
radio station, WCN), has been
granted an FM license by the
Federal
Communications
'Commission. Mark SamuelsLasner, president of the radio
station, explained the difficulties
of getting the license to Pundit
"In late 1972we applied ror an
FM license and received 0)'
position as did several other FM
education stations from the
licensee of WTEV t Channel 6, in
Providence," Mr. Lasner said.
The license was initially opposed
because or possible interference
fr orn Conn College's
FM
educational band to Channel 6.
"It was a technical argument"
he conunented The problems
ended in November 1973when the
school' 5 lawyers convinced the
commission to gran t the station
this license. "Conn made the
greatest effort to oppose Channel
6. Thus we helped other stations.
We were the ones who spent
money for legal fees," Mr.
Lasner added
In November the station was
sent a constuction permit which
will enable the transmitter to be
installed The transmitter is on
the premises,

and within a month

the telephone company will put a
broadcast line between Cro and
Bill Hall.
After testing the new equiprnent, the station will send the
appropriate terms to Washington
so that it can receive an FM noncommercial license.
Mr. Lasner explained that the
station is waiting for its technical
director, William L. Gregory, to
get his second class license. He
also said they are in the process
of working on programming of
the station.

The hours or the radio station
will remain the same, from 7
a. m, to 1 a. rn, The broadcasting
will be 650on AM and 91.5on FM.
Mr. Lasner told Pundit that
having an FM license will increase the listening audience
from 1200people (the number of
sludents who live on campus) to
potentially 50,000 listeners: He
also mentioned that there WIllbe
more contact with the community. possible public arrairs
programs are being consideied.
Another advanta2e of the FM
license is that it produces better
sound quality.

"The main thrust will be dj.'s
doing their own programs," Mr.
Lasner stated The range c1
music over the past year has
expanded "Now there is more
jazz, blues, country, and classical
besides rock.
The station is trying to increase
its record collection especiallv in
jazz and classical. They arc offering a two tor one special. That
entitles a person to select two
records or his-her choice from the
stations' extra collectioon for
every one she-he donates.
"We have some or the oddest
records in the world," Mark
stated "Ahd," he added, "all
contributions in records to the
station are tax deductible."
When asked about the expenses
of the switch-over from an AM to
AM-FM station, Mr. Lasner said
the transmitter, antenna, and
installation are $1,800. He told
Pundit the school has given the
station $2,500 as capital expenditure over the past several
years. Mr. Lasner also added
that the radio station station's
budget for this year is $1,925.
The station has advanced
enonnously since the 1940'swhen
a carrier-current AM system was
initially
installed
with
cooperation of Yale University.
The equipment is stiU in the
school's possession, but it is not
used. "They are museum
pieces," Mr. Lasner said.
The radio station is now in the
middle of building 8 production
studio Ior taping programs in
their office room in Cro, According to Mr. Lasner, Conn is
among the first college stations to
experiment with computer readout record catalogues.
There will be a general meeting
today or the Conn College
Broadcast Association. It will be
held at 7 p.rn, in front of the radio
station, and is open to anyone
interested in any aspect c1 the
station.
II
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J .A. high priests ward off
religious aggressors
By Carin Gordon
The lines of battle formed. First came the aggressors,
a seemingly
troublesome
group from the environs
of
Emily Abbey or Larrabee
(the scouts
could not be
certain).
They stood side-by-side,
their hands cradling
the newly-made
snowballs
to give them an ice-like
smoothness.
Their intent was clear -to
provoke a fight
with the religious
faction of J.A.
The high priests
of J.A. were putting the finishing
touches on their idol, Buddha. With a tevency
known
only to the spir.itual J .A. fanatics they molded their eight
foot Buddha out of the snow sent from the heavens above
for just that purpose.
With Bowie Knives and Civil War
swords
they
scul pted
their
creation;
they
would
sacrifice
all for it.
The Emily Abbey-Larrabee
line taunted the J.A. ites
to meet them on the field of battle - Harkness
Green.
But J .A. rerused to move, refused to leave their Buddha
at all costs. They had successfully
fought off an earl ier
attack which threatened
to demolish the Buddha where
he stood and they were prepared
to fight again.
The taunts from the aggressors
proved too much and
the J.A. ites finally gave in to a fight on compromised
terms. Forming a phalanx,
J.A. moved away from their
Budlila, closer to the green. Who fired the first shot will
be debated by historians
for decades to come. But the
battle
was qUickly fought
and won. Emily
AbbeyLarrabee
moved on defeated,
while the priests of J.A.
iced clown their Buddha.

Nine faculty members get promotions
ine teachers
have been
promoted rollowing action of the
Board of Trustees at their recent
meeting.
According to a memorandwn
issued to faculty and administrators
the following
teachers ha\le been raised one
academic rank:

Edward I. Brodkin to associate
proressor of history; Sara Lee
Burlingame
to
assislant
pl'ofessor c1 history; Charles J.
Chu to prc1essor of chinese;
George C. Daughan to associate
profe$or of government; Elinor
M. Desplatovic to associate
proressor of history; Robley J.

Evans to associate prc1essor c1
EnglISh; Barkley 1.. Hendrick to
assistant prc1essor of art; Alice
E. Johnson to proressor
of
English; and R. FrancIS Johnson
to prc1essor or religion.
The mo\'es up in rank and
salary take effect this September.
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. best breakfast in town'
O'Neilism

lingers

at

Jack's

newspapers WJd eciCee smoke in
the room that now goes by. the
rtame
of
Jack's
Place
Restaw-ant. And at the fow--sided
It's In "tbe back room of a bar counter or booths on the side, the
In a small hotel - a small dingy best breakfast in a New London
room dimly lighted by two fly- style can be had.
,
specked globes In a f1y...pecked
Big Bill behind, the counter
gill chandelier
... A brass
cooks and serves up the fare. Vou
cuspidor is on tbe floor by each just callout what you want or let
table. The floor is unswept,. lit- Bill recite you the menu: Bacon ,
tered with cigarette and cigar and eggs, ham and eggs, steal<
bults, ... The player-piano is and eggs, home-fries, french
grinding out 'iBedelia.':
toast, pancakes, danish, cereal,
This is the scene as Belle, anything yow- heart desires or
ratUing the ice in her empty your stomach can hold at that
glass, gives an impati~nt ~lance time of morning,
at her escort and says: 'Dnnk up
yow- beer, why don't you? It's
DIRECTIONS: Go to the ingetting flat," The year IS 1906, tersection of Montauk Ave. and
The establishment, the Montauk Lower Blvd. and you'll be there,
Inn. The escort, Eugene O'Neill ..L__
---:-:-_:__
Today, some 68 years later, the
I opted for bacon, eggs and
scene is not exactly the way home fries and was far from
O'Neill described it in his "Ah, disappointed or hungry when I
Wilderness!" The troHey doesn't
left, for to the eggs was added an
make its way down to the sea, endless supply of toast and coffee
halting at the Inll. The piano and at no extra charge-New
London
the cupsidors are long gone, yet hospitality.
'11",
music and spitting still go on Everybody seems .to be a
no absolute
need for ac- regular at Jack's. But if you want
companying instrumenli.
The to feel right at home, just pick up
Hotel Pequot bw-ned to the a newspaper; The Day or Norground back in 1908and - as one wich Press are easily found at
neighbor of the Inn says: "New hand, left by earlier customers.
London just hasn't been the same And as you scald yow- tongue on
ever since."
the coffee, and look at, but not
Granted, things have changed,- really read the" paper, maybe
but the building that was the YOU'llhear, listening real hard, a
Montauk Inn still remains. Its drifting tune, like a player
clientele no longer come on cool, piano's.
dark nights to sip a sloe gin fizz.
But whether you have a good
But OQ a cold crisp morn they ',imagiqation 'or are still balf
come to breakfast in that "back asleep,
you'll
not mIstake
room of a bar" silting beneath yow-self for being anywhere else
small clouds of steam that end- than in the "large small town" of
lessly rise from vast pots of New London _ a few blocks from
unknown content
the sea, breakfasting in the old
Underneath,
there is talk,
Montauk Inn.
by Jim Micbalove
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Hayden
spea~sti2~d~~~fe
a~~al~~!)SaProbl
is a vel! crea ive
ornething
to be resolved.
fin 1
, by Robert Holimar
'I WIll come,
s.
M' H d '
In an interview saturda~,
I
" Unlike many of hIS
say
I.,
ay en s sian"
Robert Hayden, Conn College s
valuable.
, M' Hayden has
been viciously attackedbe
contemporarIes,
I.
id
M H '
}
"Poet in Residence," e~plored
tirely rejected the leas
r. ayden pr",eedect
his role as a black artist and
no~ ~;ders of the past instead he
relate a story of a YO,,"g~
discussed the arts in Amen~
beli es "that the older forms
ri gid Baptist parents wbo
and toe position of blacks in
~l:e;ave to be modified, for, the
hun I" the ghettos of DeiloilH
American society .
f th future are not In the
lecollectlOn,of the ghetto~
Mr. Hayden takes the place of
neect.;,0 e
,
the 1920's is far differentu.n'
William Meredith, who IS, on
pa~~ - has
been
much
analysis 01 present dayIb.t
leave this semester and teaching
disa e;:ement amongst black
life, he states, "I,greWUPWi~
at Carnegie Mellon University.
artist
on the subject as to
unpression that I could~..
Mr. Hayden is a professor of
whether
they
_Should
bke
gthettoutthoftheghetlo."
H's~1
English at the University of
s okesmen primarily
for bl ac
a
eI e
IS a sense
Michigan and received hIS B.A,
p
. ns or spokesmen for the
hopelessness
however in lh
from Wayne State University and
~men~~ace When this question
modern-day ghetto,
his M.A. from the University of
urnaddress~d to Mr. Hayden he
"Even though," he "me
Michigan.
.'
responded, "People
bel'S, "we lived in a backw"
Being my first interview. witha ,- adamantly
envlronment
person of national prominence,
are peop Ie. It is a mistake to
.- d thmy father w
think of the Afro-Americans as, a
concel:ne
at I got a
one who has been the recipient of
t
part
of
the
American
education.cj
could
read before
the Russell Loines Award from
separa e
d
h 'I
culture - We are a part of the,
entere
sc 00. When I •
the American Institute of Arts
American
people!
r-:
The
young I told my parents tital
an d the HopwoodAward from the
o ement in the sixties that
wanted to be a writer, Theydidn
University of Michigan, I was
:i~ that we we}'e a separa~e
find .th:
id~a ~ objectiona
quite nervous as)
entered the
culture is. erroneous."
It ~s
whereas, In a mlddle-cla~famil
er roneoustyIabefed
"Wester n
this philosophy reinforced}y hIS
the Rarents would reject th
:SUI te" of Morrison. That IS
membership in the Baha I falth
Ide_a..
,
presently, and hopefully, temwhich lead up to 0I1eof the more
After graduatlOn from Wayn
porarily (according to the author
dramatic moments of the afState UnIversIty Robert Hayd.
of the collections, Heartshape In
'the Dust, The Lion and the Ar"We ha ve arrived at a point in time where we have to
cher, Figw-e of Time ~nd Words
ffitablish a new conception of what we are - this is a
in the Mourning Tune), hIS
very creative time and out of it wiij come something
residence.
. The congenial spirit of Robert
valuable. "
Hayden,
however,.
which
was put 0 n the payroll 01
ternoon when he stated "I just
Federal Writers Project wb.
somehow seemed to gIve the
want to be seen as a poet I don't
he wrote guide books fbr the
sterile white cinder blocked walls
'need anyllody to apologize for my
d
h
and ice cold tile ,floors an amvarious states. It was tll"lng
being black," Though he desires
work with the F.W,P. that
bi~nce of splendor, immediately
to be "treated on equaJ terms"
acquired a fascination for
exorcised me of my fears.
'
Mr. Hayden is well aware of the
anti-slavery,
movement
Somehow I fell it my duty as a
problems ol the bla,k American
Michigan.
This Interest
'member of the campus _com~
artist. "One of the problems of a
slavery can be seen, In his
munity to apologize tor sU~h
black artist is that his work is
most widely anthologIZedpoe
unaesthetic living conditions,
valued as a sociological exI "an
. however, Mr. Hayden assured
.
d
h
"Frederick
Doug ass
pemnce an not artistic, t us, it
"MI'ddie Passage,", HISlov. f .
me that he knew what to expect
is hard for him to grow since both
hoot
before his arrival, for; when he
sides see-him as a spokesman."
history is seen throng h' h
gave a poetry reading at Conn
Similarily,
at another point
poetry. In reference tooodl
~d
two years ago, he was given
states, "I've writen ag I am
dw-ing our conversation he added
quar ters in the "Western Sui te."
"I do not want to be a spokesman
of 'historical poems ThOlloh hp finr1.~Np.w J .ondon "a
for anyone group."
whole person·
most dreadful place," Mr .'fayden
In sociological
terms Mr.
'After a few years with th a
IS qwte Impressed with the
Hayden
feels
tbat
the
existence
of
W.P. Robert Hayden at~~~e
ConnectiCut College Campus
blacks in America should not be
' the University of MIchigan th
which he fin;t visited twentysepara te from thlll'e of the
he received his M,A. an: H I
seven years ago when he atwhites, instead, the two should be
treasw-ed Hopwood AW~ .wa
tended the first American Dance
assimilated,
He
believes,
"that
remembers
that his faml Y d
Festival in order to see Martha
segregation is evil and that selfqui te impressed with,the
Graham. "I'm her devotee,," he
segregation on the part ot blacks
though they didn't unders
says.
gives aid and comfort to white
word of poetry.
,
tha
Ow- colloquy rapidly directed
bigots."
Mr.
Hayden
is
in'
favor
This
interviewer
belIjYes
h
a
.
itself towards a discussion of the
of inter-racial marriage for, "-if
the only regret Mr. Hayen lest
Arts in. America and their
you can't bring yourself to marry
that his father was never ab
retationship with mankind. Mr,
someone of another race theh you
him
lk into a classroo
Hayden feels "that we are at a
see teach wa
ha
don't
see
him
asan
equal".
and
a
class, for, 1'f hedow
transitional period in the artsAccording to Mr. Hayden there is
"_ he would have"h~o:r:'ateIY
artists are working for a new
no real basic ditfernce between
and wept for JOY·
e have
vision ri life and mankind. We
blacks and whites, "We die, tall
though for Conn students wester
have arrived at a point in tim"e
in love, and get sick." Needless-to
' Robert Hayden for a sem to ~
wbere we bave to establish a new
,say Mr. hayden's stance has been
and that is something for uS
conception of what we are, - this
viciously all~ckedby
black
joyousaboul.
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Alvin
Ailey
by ,JUdy Boland and Undsey
Miller
The name of "Alvin Ailey",
especially when mentioned in a
school noted for its affinity with
the art of dance, generally
connotes a kind of professional
perfectionism. The Alvin Ailey
Dance Company's
previous
appearances
at Connecticut
College (in 1969 and 1972)
displayed a desire for this perfectionism
, These reviewers attended only
the Sunday matinee performance
last, weekend, since it had been
publicized as the moot inventive
and brilliant
collection
of
sequences ..The performance was

tr~upe

la~ks

,
enjoyable; yet thefl' were several
gl<!l'ingerrors which reduced' the '
show to solneUling 'less',ltJilln
superb.
Generally speaking, dancers
lacked technical polish. Many
chorus dancers confined themselves to the stage apron, which
WiTsalmost completely out of the
light. The cyclorama (screenk
used to display multi-colored'
backgrond and to shield the
backstage, became less than
t ransparent
because
of the
dancers'
motions backstage.
However,
the lighting
and
lighting design for all sequences
were-excellent.
"The Lark Ascending," the

polish
featured the
first sequence,
best
synchorus
at ItS
. ber ri
chronizatiOI].,fal\ecj,~l
times' yet the overa de ce
.
angra·
one of' enthusIasm,
inAn unbearably
10~~,Five
termission followed "La~
the
minutes should' have e
ddreSS
absolute liqJitfor scene a~anager
changes, yet the stage which
allowed twenty mwutes~aged
bored the audIence ar;;; dramatiC
to destroy any sense
'nd III;
, 't y, "RainboW ROll
contww
the pilce
Slioulder" pick«! up ain the
musically; yet, once a~ng the
male chorus ..represen
raph'chain gang were choreOg
What
'ically
out of focus,

~:ctwas
~n

•

Some furry animals sleep out the winterja.
/} I'
rbl-t"y.......,.!

__ ~
.... shrew, among others, have ~
--~,~<"""",;forage through the woods, even m

_
~ ~,,~\~...

Dean Johnson, honored by B. U.,
named 'distin,guished alumnus
Alice E. Johnson,
associate
dean and associate professor of
English has been awarded
the
highest honor from the College 01
Liberal Arts (CLA) 01 Boston
University,
the News Office
announced Friday. Dean Johnson
has been included in the first
group 01 100 graduates named to
the Collegium 01 Distinguished
Alumni.
The
Collegium
has
been
created to conunemorate
CLA's
centennial anniversary
this year
and is a tribute to one hundred of
its alumni who have achieved
distinction in their chosen fields.

Dean Johnson and her fellow
Collegium
members
will be
honored guests 01 CLA on Centennial Day to be celebrated
March
30 on the Baston
University Campus.
The Connecticut College dean
holds
both
bachelor's
and
master's
degrees Irom Boston
University, and arter completing
her requirements lor the Ph.D. at
University of Wisconsin returned
to CLA as a member
01 its
English faculty, She later taught
at Wellesley College before her
appointment in 1958 as assistant
professor 01 English and dean 01
freshmen at Conn College.
'

freezing or stormy weather.
The
woodch uck,
raccoon,
eastern chipmunk, red squirrel
and jwnping mouse, however,
are animals
which make it
through the winter by holing up at
least a part 01 the time, and
thereby reducing their need for
food.
O! the hibernating mammals,
the best known may be the
woodchuck or groundaog, whose
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searl masterfully,
running
Its
symbolic gamut Irom laundry to
"bI'idal veil. Naturally, her actual
dancing
was far more
impressive, exhibiting even anguish
with grace. One would suspeel
that Ms. Yarborough
imposed
some personal
interpretations
upon the role, since it has been
danced so long by the statuesque
Judith
Jamison.
Hence.J the
performance
was
not
an
imitation attempting to gratify a
dissappointed audience, but was
truly a superb exhibition and
certainly
the highlight
of the
show. Ms. Yarborough
was,
underslandably
enough, the only
performer to receive a personal
ovatIOn.

ard etc.

I
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could
have
been
an
excellent
display
01 isometrical
dancing
bec'Atne
an almost
haphazard
exhibition. However,
Tina Yuan
(the
male
lead)
.executed
a
grand
solo,
dimil1ishing the repetitiousness
01 the rest 01 the sequence.
Following a mercifully shorter
intermission,
dancer
Sara
Yarborough
perlormed
the
celebrated solo "Cry," a tribute
to all black women. Ms. Yarborough, filling in for the absent
Judith
Jamison,
danced
a
majestic
performance
of the
tribulations
01 black life, which
were symbolized by a white cloth.
Ms. Yarborough employed the
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Merman.
Apparently,
Edie
Adams is under the impression
that she, too, is acting in this
movie.
Director
Stanley
Kramer
stages a riotous treasure hunt in
a style reminiscent of the ancient
Greek comedies. The buffoonery
is delightful, the action frantic
and fhe addition 01 a demolition
derby makes "It's a Mad, Mad,
Mad, Mad World" a triumph 01
the absurd.

by Judy Boland and Uz Hulferd
Laugh?
At a Connecticut
College feature !lick? "It's a
Mad, Mad, Mad, Mad World"
leaves
Ivan Denisovich
and
David Somerville wallowing in
their pitiful and by now, lamiliar
plights.
"It's a Mad ... World" is a slapstick comedy supported by the
amusing performances
01 Buddy
Hackett, SidCaeser ,Milton Berle,
Jonathan
Winters
and Ethel

"It's a "-\00., M:ld.., f",od., tJad, WQllld..·

FRIDR'"

"day,"
Fetruay
2, LS said ID
lolklore to presage an early or
late Spring.
Supposedly,
on
Groundhog Day, if the rodent
comes out of his b... row and sees
his own shadow, we are all in lor
a long winter.
In fact, the woodchuck may
come out of hibernation
in
February if the weather is mild.
He is quick to return, however at
the first sign 01 cold weather,
until tate March or early April.
The raccoon,
an irregular
hibernator,
and the jumping
mouse, live during their dormancy on a layer of accumulated
lat beneath their skin.
The raccoon makes dens in tree
hoilows and hibernates
when
temperatures
go below about 20
degrees F. the mouse enters his

With Nancy C. Olmstead
of the Arboretum Staff
Most 01 the twenty species of
mammal which have been seen in
-/.- . the Arboretum remain active all
winter. TIle gray 10', white-tailed
deer, muskrat, opossum, skunk,
cottontail
rabbit and shorttail

". ...

Yale l?eper1fYY 7/wrtre
';;:30

"Revelations,"
the last and
longestsequence
01 the show, was
unlortunately
a rather
sloppy
perlormance 01 an old lavorite. It
divided itself into shorter components, such as "Wading in the
Water." Here Ms. Yarborough
again danced admirably; yet her
two par tners and the lorty yards
01 blue
cloth,
supposedly
resembling
water,
all proved
rather ineffective.
"Revelations"
culminated
in
what could have been a clever
sequence involving the use of
hats and fansj but much music
and movement was sacrificed to
the over use
hand-and-hat
choreography. Again, the chorus
danced
as if in rehearsal,

or

7:30

somewhat lacking that precision
ri. timing so vital in prri.essional
danciilg.
Today, dance is last beco[Jll1lg
an important
means
of expression
and communication.
The Alvin Ailey Dance Company
is one of the leaders rJ. this
movemen~
and, at least on
Sunday afternoon, the majority
of this
renowned
company
managed
to communicate
a
slight lack rJ. interest
aturally,
the company
plays lar mor~
prestigious
engagements
than
ew London;
ew York c~
tinues to give them rave reviews.
But professionalism
includes
aiways perlonning
consistently
at one's bes~ does it not?

graM-tined nest several inch .. to .;
two feet below the ground In late;
Seltember and does DOt emerge.mil the wlJJlrr cold
.:
passes. Unless the Wtnler gets ...
mild. the chipmunk also spends
his tune In subterranean
heles ...
C1l1pmunks are fond ri. baaldiDg
these shelters to one side of a log ~
or stone or under a stone wall. In £,
a system of connecting cham-!:
bers, the chipmunk
keeps . a" ~
pantry 01 nuts, seeds an d gram.:>
The red "luirrel
does noll.
hibernate bit retreates to nests in
tree holes or among tree holes or
among tree tranches
in the

t
2

severest

weather.

In

these

sanctuaries,

he has stored seeds
and nuts in preparation
for the
winter.

Ohlsson dazes \
with piano
by Uncoln Baxter
II you enjoy the dazzling experience of watching a pianist
whose hands move as inVisibly
last as the whirring blades 01 an
electric
Can, then
Garrick
Ohlsson was the man to see. It
was certainly a dazed audience
that lelt Palmer auditorium after
the Tuesday, February
12 Concert Series pelormance.
In an almost entirely Romantic
program,
Garrick
Ohlsson
demonstrated
a piano technique
which may have been a little too
fine, for it seemed to raise some
old questions
regarding
virtuousity for its own sake.
The entire first hal! rt the
program
of the Chopin
International
Piano Competition
winner was devoted to none other
than the music rt Chopiil. In al l,
One scherzo, one nocturne, two
polooaises, two mazurkas, and a
Spanish andante with a grand
polonaise were played. Of these,
only the "Nocturne
in D-flat
major," Opus 'lI, No.2 was truly
memorable.
White other pieces of this hall
the the program have been more
glittery, it was in the Nocturne
that Ohlssoo reaUy showed his
sensitivity, conlco~ and leeling.
fn this piece Ohlssoo's playing
seemed truly superb. One could
amost hear him squeezing
a
vitrato ,",t rt the keyboard.
"Four Preludes"
by Scti.abin
was
a refreshing
change
lollowing the intennission. It was
in Mussorgsky's "Pictures at an
Exhibition" that Ohlsson's·bands
aclilallydisappearedas
they flew
overthekeys.ILseems,
however,
to a large .. ten~ that this and
most ri. the other works on the
program were there because thcy
rtlered a medIUm lor technical
display.
The two works which seemed
the least ostentatious,
and the
most senSItively played, were the
nocturne
ri. Chopin, and the
"Four Preludes"
by Scti.abin.
While I was disappointed with the
program's
limited
historical
scope and overly spectacular
conten~ I was impressed
with
OhJssoo's mastery
rt precise
rbythmic
articulation,
subtle
changes in tempo, and dynamic
control
But what are we supposed to
appreciate
in a coocert,
the
perfonner's
ego, or good music
well played?
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'political nonchalance ... is no longer tolersble'
. Ch

rarg

apman,

'76

The life ala student is no longer
one of acceltance passIVity,. but
"questioning
and innovation.
1; Political nonchalance as It
~ concerns the. students or the
government It supports IS no
longer tolerable. In the past year
e: student government has assumed
this passive role, with the result
"that the students have shrugged
- off the activism that so enlivened
contemporary student government i1nd political action. The
lack of activity
in student
government over the past year
has resulted in the failure of the
government
to deal
WIth
problems before they grow out of
eontrok i.e., the present student
government has failed lj> deal
with the causes of problems.
Students should be appalled by
the recent notice that college fees
will total 4600 bills next year.
Though everyone realizes the rise
in the cost of living is a cansideration, such a sudden rise in
the cost of learning is outrageous
and
unwarranted.
Student
government
should be more
protective of student pocket-

:v

i

l.

csndidstes

books. The time has come for
students to look into where our
money is going; what it is supporting. This leads to the already
recognized problem of funding
student organizations. A hard
look at where our social money is
moving is in order. Too many of
the present organizations have
failed to relate to the entire
college;
and
the
student
government's own social board
has yet to provide an adequate
amount
of recreation,
entertainment
and in general,
means for siudent~ to release the
tensions that this bastion of
academia provokes.
This last point leads to yet
another problem that has arisen
over the past year: an increase in
vandalism. If there were more
diversions for students they
would be able to ply their
frustrations in organized activity
and not tear apart common
property. fn all these problems,
the answer must be sought at the
root of the problem, else they
shall continue to grow, This
requires a student gov~rnment
that actively seeks out the
problems and not one that sits

complacently
and lets them
happen. This is the type of acuon
I am willmg to give student
government.
.
Before concluding, there are
other problems that should be
mentioned: the advisory system,
the students right to the best
possible education, and the role
of the Judiciary Board. On all
these points there is considerable
room for Improvement
and
possible rennovation.
There is one fmal problem that
will confront .the next student
government, one that is the very
foundation of the government's
existance: the insw:ance. of the
. student's proper position 10 Conn
College. The students on this
campus should realize that they
are the reason this tnstitutton
'exists, When student government
no longer plays an active role in
the college hierarchy, when It
'ceases to recognize and act on
student needs and desires; and'
when it becomes the conforming,
passive organ that threatens our
present student government, we,
the students will no longer have a
hand 10 determining our own
educatipnal future.

Craig Chapman
\

photos by Hathaway

~Judiciary Board~
.'justice can be dispensed only by ...
student society. at large'

Donald Kane, '75
In a time when the pace of
social change was just beginning
to forge ahead of human institutions, august Mark Twain
observed: "If we would learn
what the human race really is, at
bottom, we need only observe it
at- election times."
Voter mandates at Connecticut
College mean a great deal when a
clear majority of students do not
vote or ballot abstentions. It
means that students perceive
campus government as having
very little to do with the life of a
Conn College student
.
Richard'
lichtenstein,

'an even greater position
Richard
Lichtenstein, '75 !'Iunication Is needed a!'l0ng all cept

mterests of the campus if we are
The
coming
academic
to pull ourselves together for our
semesters will prove to be crucial mutual
benefit. The increasing
ones for the future of ConneCticut
amount of vandalism at Conn
College.
Our new College
cannot be dismissed lightly. But
President will find him or herself
neither
can the fact that these
.facing many pressing problems
Incidents are not being discussed
which will require prompt and
as a community problem. With
purposeful solutions if Conn is to
such regressive policies as only
continue to luIfill its major goal
permitting
professors to dine
of providing a meaningful liberal
arts education. The budget, the with students on specifically
designated evenings more and
calendar, stalling, to name a few,
more
avenues of communication
will demand his or her immediate
are belng cut off. It is apparent
attentio.n.
that this particular Residence
We as the largest and potenpolicy must immediately
be
tially the strongest body in this
rescinded.
We
can
afford
no
community can and must seek all
longer such isolation from one
opportunities which will place us
another.
in an even greater position to
After· serving on the Summer
influence necesaary change. We
Study
Commission I still have a
the students must insure easy
number of unanswered questions.
access to the new College
When will tuition reach the point
President. This must be regarded
where we will force our own
as our major priority.
students to find cheaper state
Similarly
greater
cominstitutions or else begin to ac-

And this is probably true. Any rights of each student. But the
J B has thus far been a failure.
member of campus society can
happily,
successfully,"
and
rie~id of public confidence and
justifiably
ignore
campus
opera ting in secret, J .B. IS
government for four years. For
viewed with suspicion
and
most of us, the Student Governdeserved derision. The question
ment Association
has only
is not whether the Board mernslightly more import than rodeos,
bers are to blame, but whether
roller-coasters,
and Captain
the system of justice is itself
Kangar..oo. No wonder elections
adequate: it is not.
aren't taken seriously! _
Justice cannot be dispensed by
I run to chair the Judiciary
a board of students reluctantly
Board because it is the in- • elected by class minorities. .tIe
stitutional component of student
my campaign to the proposition
government that safeguards the
that social justice
can, be
dispensed only by the student
society at large.
.
So instead
being
decidedof social
by a. infractions
Board of

!

to influence change. '
JI

students
with lesser
academic
achievement
and
greater financial resources?
When will we achieve that so
called "optimal balance" between cost and appearance that
we have all heard about? Can we
honestly afford to be uptight
about exterior appearance wben
we are decaying from within?
Overcrowding in the classroom
and a severe shortage
of
professors in some departments
must be foremost in our minds
and in our budgetary planning!
Academically we have made
several positive steps forward
over the past few semesters.
Such' progress must continue as
student interest and demand
changes.
Perhaps
this will
require more input by the student •
body in new forums (i.e. faculty
meetings) where such reforms
31'ediscussed. We must press for
increased educational benefits
and flexibility.

The establishing of still better
rapport With the New London
community ra~ high on my list
of priorities. Many of the issues
being discussed in the City of,
New London effect our daily
li~es. Some four-hundred of us
31e presently voters In the city
we have chosen to spend at least
the next four years of our lives ..
More and more students are
residing in New London or
tutoring assi~nments,
intern
experunents, field work, etc. An
expanded program of Interaction
between Connecticut College and
the city must be pursued.
It appears as tbollllh we as a
~omm,!lI1tya.ce entefl.n~ a period
In which Vital decisions cancerning our continuing existenceare about to be made. I s~k to
put my expenence, ~nthUS18~m
and energy to work In meettng
our problems head on in an effort
to continue our community's
progress forward.

elected elites, I propose a Jury
lottery 'system to settle such
cases. I would reserve
the
Judiciary Board as a .social
appellate body with primary
review of academic infractIOns.
Alleged crimes. against the
student society must be heard
and decided, publically, by the
entire student
society. And
perhaps
conflicts
between
professors
and students
are
better the business of a Board
meeting with only those concerned.
.
"Words without actions are the
assassins of idealism," said one
of
our,
most
unpopular
Presidents. I pledge my candidacy to the ideal that justice for
all is possible, given only an
interested
citizenry
and a
workable system.
On election day f hope the
citizenry of Connecticut College
provides itself _ and Mark
Twain _
an example
of
prescient, enlightened political
action.

•

~~Vice presidential candidates~~~i
'students should exercise ... say in
formulating
Conn priorities'
Richard

'radical changes are long overdue'
Jason Frank, '76

Allen, '76

communication
between
the
students and their government
Too often we find a Ieeling of
I am submitting my name for
amoung students
nomination for this office in the powerlessness
hope that I will be able to help here at Conn. Of course I cannot
make student
government
at : promise that if I am elected
student government will blossom
Conn College more progressive.
and become a two-way vehicle
In the past I have noticed that
for intense articulation, but I do
student
government
has been
promise you that I will seek to
divorced from student needs and
lind student priorities and I will
concerns.
keep an open mind.
Recently,
we have all been
confronted with an increase in
tuition and the plight ot many
departments
here at Conn is
somewhat uncertain.
There is a
great deal of spending waste in
the present operating procedures
and I [eel that we the students
should exercise our say in forJason'Frank
mulating
Connecticut
College
>priorities. It is my hope that the
new student
government
will
successfully
maintain
priorities
which are in accord with student
desires. As Vice President I hope
J:
The approaching
academic
to be able to translate
student
concerns
into
concrete
VI year
be an atextremely
decisive
one,will
as
Connecticut
College
proposals.
the main issues of both past and
H I am elected, my main intent
future, have reached a pivotal
a. stage. The appointment ot a new
is to transform
student governPresident
of
the
College
ment
into viable' means
for
Richard Allen
represents an ideal time to in-

With the coming change in
Administration there is a unique
opportunity [or a fundamental reevaluation and reorganization
of'
the college community. The basic
political and fiscal structure of
the college must be subjected to
close
scrutiny
with
an
examination d. its efficiency and
definition ci purpose. As tuition
skyrockets and services plummet
radical changes are long overdue. Now is the time for students
to assert themselves in gaining a
greater
role in the decision>
making processes o[ the school.
My own experience
on the
Academic
Committee
and
Historv
Advisorv
Committee
has shown that [rom the student
departmental
committees to the

overall grading policy there must
be a Larger student voice in the
decisions that are made. My
work as a Hoose President on the
Student Assembly has clearly
evidenced the fundamental need
for an elfective powerful student
government
Within this contest,
it is vital to establish independent
financing of Student Gnvernment
and for the essential
student
services it performs and oversees
(I.e. Pundit and Social Board).
Student activities must become
more numerous and diversified if
student needs are to be met and
the
vandalism,
a
blatant
manifestation
of boredom, is to
cease. These goals represent
a
solid foundation for constructive
change at Connecticut
College
and [ pledge my best efforts to
their realization.
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'The Administration must be forced to ...
~ Carol Spencer, '76 work with us instead of against us'

~~~~~~g~g~~
~
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candidates
'more stringent punitive actions'
Leslie Margolin, '76
Connecticut College is standing
on the threshold
o[ a new
beginning. The 1974·75 academic
year will mark
the year o[
transition
from
the
administration
of President
Shain
to that of his successor.
This
transition will confront us with
several important challenges. We
must meet these challenges with
decisions and positive actions.
When
the
incoming
administration
looks to us [or advice on policy matters, we must
know precisely where we have
been, where we are, and where
are going-In essence, this marks
the [irs t time in many years that
this college community
has the
chance to help lay a foundation,
to start at the groundwork,
to
actually re-shape our future at
Connecticut College, and in the
long run, the future of the College
itself.
It is my firm belief that in order
to adequately deal with this new
situation we must unite under the
reins of enthusiastic,
aggressive,
thoughtlulleaders.
It is with this

•

Donald Kane

in mind that I come before you to
solicit your support in my bid [or
the office of Judiciary'
Board
Chairman. H elected, I will not
LUsh into any new approaches to
old problems. Rather, I will oller
some possible solutions and me~t
with a cress-section of groups on
campus
to determine
the
feasibility
of the proposed
measures, always leaving myself
open for new solutions. Some of
the
most
important
considerations of the Board [or the
coming year should be the e[·
fectiveness of a codified punttive
fining system,
more stringe?t
punitive actions, formal public
announcement
ci all infractions
and
penalties
imposed
(eliminating,
of course, names
etc.),
strieter
social
and
academic guidelins, and broader,
more productive
channels
of
communication with the student
body so as to insure that they
know what the Judiciary Board
is what it is doing and, in sbort,
.. i~ overall role in Con~ectitut's
student government
struc~e,
We must sort out our beUefs
and stand firmly' by our con·
vi~\i9[lS not 'Is ,2,OOtHnllividuals
"1. but as a united whole - a c~llege
community. If we are <;eeking to
preserve
our present
system,
then we must stand together to
preserve it. If, however, we are
not content with our system, ~en
we must stand together to mofIdy
it. The key here is n~t so much
whether our system IS good or
bad, or right or wrong,
but
rather, the fact that we recogn,lZe
it together
and seek achon
together.
Having been a member of the
Board this past year, I know what
it is and I know what it can be. If
it is true that we are slipping into
a state o[ ine[[ectuality,
not

really
preserving
academic
integrity
and social
responsibility then it is time that we
Change'. We must never sacrifice
WI' power, but rather,
we m~t
reconsider
and reform.
If, lI1
order for the Board to realize its
potential, it becomes necessary
to sit and personally consult
every student on this camp~,. I
will see that it is done. And if It IS
necessary
to continually
go
before the Student Assembly andor the College Council to solicit
their support, then I will do that.
If it means re-examining
our
past, case by case, ~ order to
insure a more productive future,
then I will do that also. I will go to
the students,
the faculty, the
administration,
the trustees,
if
necessary, but I will not allow the
Board to jeopardize
its own
future by sitting in the Board
room once each week reviewing
cases and imposing
penalties
with little, if any, insight into the
real problem.
I ask [or your support with all
of my heart H, however, in your
minds you cannot support me for
the
C!Jairmanship
o[
the
Judiclafy Board, then [ implore
you to at least carefully conSider
my words. We, as a community
shooId not and must not settle [or
less than the best None of us ever
shooId. If you question the ac·
tionso[ the Judiciary Board, or of
any boards on this campus [or
that matter, for your sake and f~r
the sake of this schOOl, do not Sit
silently and watch. Be heard,
question, and do not settle [or
imperfection when you know that
a tittle extra work can bring
about perfection.
It is your
future. It is up to you to mold It
Think about what you have
heard, and vote carefully and
conscientiously,

Slltute certain ideas and plans as
a working reality. We cannot
misuse
this opportunity.
The
future relationship between the
students'
administra
Han, and
faculty,
is of extreme
importance. It is thus essential to
have a determined
and dependable Executive Board, so that
the governing of this college will
not fall into the hands o[ the
administration,
but instead will
remain and become even more
so, the responsibility
o[ the
students. The following, are some
of my main
concerns
and
priorities
for
the
coming
semesters:
As one o[ the main functions o[
the Vice-President is to serve as
Chairman of the Finance Cornmittee, I would like to express my
thoughts concerning the Student
Organization Budget (SOB). This
lund, consisting of about $35,000,
must service over fifty clubs. Tbe
difficulty of dividing this money
fairly and satisfying everyone is
virtually
impossible.
For this
reason, as members of College
Council and the Finance Cornmittee this past year, we tried
several
new approaches:
a)
Exposure
of tentative
budget
detiberations so that they could
be criticized,
supported
or
questioned
before their final
determinations.
b) Encouraging
the idea of self·sufficiency
[or
those clubs able. c) Pressuring
the College to support certaln
departmental-<Jriented
clubs,
thereby
obtaining
money
for
these clubs from the College
Budget instead of the SOB. In
view o[ our limited fun ds, I feel
that these precedents
are im·
portant and should be continued.

Leslie Margolir

However, I am bothered by the
fact that the College Budget and
the SOB are handled separate of
one another.
Although
their
functlons are not intertwined,
their interests sometimes
are.
For this reason, I would like to
propose that one member o[ the
College Development Committee
(a senior) should also serve as a
voting member on the Student
Org.
Finance
Committee.
Perhaps
then, the College's
understanding and awareness of
our problems will increase. I also
[eel that this will aid in a more
careful
scrutinizatlon
ef both
Budgets. In addition, I think it.ls

Carol Spencer
extremely
important
that
students be encouraged to soUcit
funds [rom tbe alumni
and
trustees and thus increase their
awareness
of the College'S
financtal situation and needs.
f would al~ like (0 stress the
significance o[ certain student·
[acully committees
(eg. Ad·
visory,
Academic,
Ad~
ministrative,
College Development). These committees serve
as the vehicle by which we can
e[[ectively
institute
many
reforms
and policies. I thus
recommend
more participation
and stronger communication
between these groups
and the
students. Perhaps their minutes
sbould be included in the Campus
Communicator,
and
ooe
representative
o[ eacb of these
committees
should become
a
voting
member
o[ Student
Assembly. H there were a bigher
level o[ communication
betweenthe various members of our
student
body, perhaps
there
(continued
on Page 10)
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Observer notes campus ways of pursuing happiness

by Bill Levin
_ As another semester of college
~ life commences,
Connecticut
!!:: College students are engaging in
~_ those pursuits of happiness which
- have traditionally dominated the
...
>- activities of students on college
:. campuses
throughout
our
:> country.
.
..
.a Freshmen are taking .ad:. vantage of their long-desired
: freedom and achieving social
'a relationshIps.
unattainable
In
~ high-school history, and, as a
Go co"""'!uence, are probablr well
on their way to flunking their first
year of college.
Seniors, after many long hours
in the lilrary ~ reading SJMlrls
l1lustrated
or Newsweek, of
course - are busy preparing for
the freedom which they will soon
acquire, and, as a consequence,
are pn their way to flunking their
fourth, but not necessarily last,
year of college.
Sophomores and Juniors.are in
various states of inebriation, and
hence, are oblivious to just about
everything.
Nevertheless, this semester
has already witnessed some
significant
expansion
in the
catalogue of sludent activities,
particularly the bar scene at Cro
(nicknamed "the .nameless").
Many students have already
availed themselves of this opJMlrtunity to become befuddled.

On opening night, a table of
seven fistftudentsallegedly drank
over
een pitchers of Budweiser: an amazing average of
over two pitchers per person. The
truth of the matter, however, is
that six of those students actnally
consurn ed one pitcher each, while
the remaining person _ helieved
to be Spiro Agnew in disguise _
polished off over nine pitchers.
Well, whether such "tales" are
rumors or fact, it is indisputably
ture that the bar in Cro is a
smashing success on our campus.
Drinking is not the only
pastime to be revived at Conn
College. Bridge, the game of our
parents and our parent's parents,
is becoming very popular in
certain sectors of the campus,
most notably in Freeman and
Wright. This fascinating card
game is enabling many students '
to escape, temporarily, from the
pressures of school, while also
forcing them to use their brains
to win the game, a result which is
not engendered
by imbibing
alcohol.
Bridge players who are interested in forming a club can
sign up on the perennial Post
Office sign-board. It is rumored
that some students are so addicted to Iridge that they will
soon petition to make bridge an

Registrar explains withdrawal
With the faculty's approval of a
new policy - voluntary withdrawal from a course - students
have been granted
greater
academic
freedom'
and
'1lsponsiPility.
.
.A student may drop one, two or
three of his .... courses after six
weeks ,of the semester
and
through the last day of classes.
The only stipulation is that the
student discuss the drop with the
course instructor, ~r
adviser
and his..,r class dean. Approval
by faculty or advisers is not

necessary, nor are petitions or
committee action. ' .
,According to mllert L. Rllyne,
registrar of the college, this
JMlUo/ was instituted "to make
the Yylitl!m more eijuitable .:. and
to put the burden of responsibility
on the student."
, .In the old system if a student
wished to drop a course, s-he had
first to get his instructor's per.
mission and then petition through
the Academic Committee. "Some .
students knew the ropes and
could capitalize on the system.
The faculty felt thii all studen1l(
should be appraised of their
rights. Why110tllh:; the student a
way to drop a course':"~tM
Mr..

Rllyne.
Mr. Rllyne cautioned that this
system can not be used to allow a
full-time student to drop to parttime status with its subsequent
tuition decrease.
Voluntary
withdrawal
was
approved by the faculty at the
end of last semester, following a
recommendation made through
the Academic Policy'Committee.

Harkness vandal
suspended
Last week a student turned
hinnself in to the Judiciary Board
as a result of extensive vandalism in Harkness. A Dhone was
ripped out at Smith and transferred . to.~Harkf,less, windows I
were broken, fire extinguishers
w~re emptied, and other property
was destroyed. While an exact
estimate of the total cost of the
damages
is not presently
available, the matter has been
handled by the Judiciary Board
as an infraction of tbe school';
social honor code. The student
mentio.netllabov~ has received a
ten-day suspension and is" being
held financially responsible for
all: the damages.
,
('J
t"
,
J.

accredited course, but It seems
unlikely that pennission will he
. granted for s uch a project,
However,
incipient
bridge
players
should not alarm
themselves over this issue, and,
as the moral of the story goes,
"Not build their Iridges before
the hand is dealt."
The
ancient
game
of
backgammonisspreadingacross
our campus with lightning speed
and has almost reached epidemic
proportions.
Backgammon
combines dice, men, board, and a

(Continued

from Page 9)

(Coutinued From Page One)
reported that they felt their
recommendations
were completely disregarded,
Apparently, student committee
recommendations,
even when
unanimous, play no part in actual
departmental decisions. Section
3-17 of the faculty handbook
specifically states: "Chairmen
shall report tbe opinions of the
Student Advisory Committee,
when such opinions are clearly
expressed, regarding faculty who
are being considered for termination
of
appointment,
granting _ of tenure,
andpromotion, "
Linda Eisenmann, a member
of the English Student Advisory
Committee,
explained
the
faculty's
treatment
of the
English SAC. in this way: After
student evaluation of untenured
teachers, opinion seemed highly
favorable to MI'. J.. Mark Speyer,
an English instructor -facing
possible contract termination.
They felt that the overwhelming
majoIity of students agreed that
he is an asset to the department.
De~pi te these
results
the
deparbnent ~equested no opinion
or consultation concerning Mr.
Speyer's specific case from the
committee. Linda adds, "Even if
someone had asked us, we would
have said no; unanifnously, all
eight of us are against the
department decision."
Pat
Kelly,
chairpersonHIspa nle
Studies,
S.A.C.,
,,,ported that despite results of a
student
poll confirming
a
majority support of Antorif'ol
Morillo, an assistant Spanish
professor, he is also facing
possible contract termination.
"He had an extremely high.
rating in the Spanish depart..
ment." They did vote as a board
to support Morillo's retentionhowever, tlleir recommendatio~
seems to have been ignored.
This survey alsQ discovered
that even on small faculty
changes the Student Advisory

would
be
fewer
misunderstandings.
My other main concern at this
moment, deals with the social
aspects of tliis college. It is time
that the Administration
and
College come \0 accept the fact
that we are no longer a "suitcase" School. General consensus
holds that if there were more

activities on campus, careless
behavior might be alleviated.
The success of the "Cro-Bar" is
Wlquestionable. However, it has
presented us with a new problem.

'76

There is now no facility open to us
where we ean hold large social
functions and still selVe liquor.
The dorm parties have often
resulted in trouble this year
because people feel frustrated
<""and 'angry at the lack of space.
The use of Harris or Thames
could fulfill this need. The Ad·
ministration must be forced to
realize oW' necessities and work
with Us'instead of against us. I
would also like to sugg'est that the
Socia)
Board work more in
conjunction
with the Social
Chairman of the dorms, classes
and even other colleges. In this

and, after a long series of games
--: and thus heers - both players
will be happy no matter who I'
ahead '.
s
. .
'
The acti VI t res d escribed abOv
are 0 I
of h
e
.n y s,o,me t e "Pursuits of
h
appmess
characterizing th
e
studen.t
bo,
d
y"
.If. anyone has I·n .
te
res,ting activities to report (i.e.
what s really happening 'on our
campus), please contact Pundit
Box 1351, or this writer, and let
other students know that you
have discovered some interestin
things to do.
g

Student advice unsought ...

,

Carot'Spencer,

doubling cube, In a unique
mixtwoethat contains elements of
both chance and skill. The game
can he playe d for fun, or, as Is
often the case a t Conn, mo ney "
h
t
I the
One can learn ow. 0 pay
,~
I
th
game competently in ess
an
half an hour, b.uti.ttake.s years
f hto
master the mtncacles 0 _t e
game and Its strategies.
Students have been reported
playing hackgammon at the Cro
bar, which is an excellent Idea,
since a glass of heer ~an
represent the stakes played for,

way perhaps there will be more
input and less overlapping, 01'
conversely, empty weekends.
I have outlined what I feel are a
few of the major issues and
concerns within the present
campus structure. The Executive
Board must be a determined and
informed body. I fe~l that I have
the experience and motivation
necessary for such a position.' I
hope that the student body will
attend the A1mago as the candidates will then be able to an·
swer questions and elaborate on
their programs in more detail.
Thank you ...

Committees. were rarely informed of changes being made in
their
departments.
James
Crabtree was recently promoted
to the position of full time
assistant professor of Theatre
Studies. Paula Savoie, chairperson-Theatre Studies, SAC.
said, "her committee
knew
nothing of it until MI'. Crabtree
announced it himself. Mary Pat
Azevedo, 'co-chairman-German
SAC., reported: "It seemed that
we had no say in what had happened," in reference to Rita
Terras' change from full to parttime assistant professor.
Some of the departments
concerned
have no official
Student Advisory Committees.
This neglect is contrary to the
faculty handbook's ruling. When
staff changes were discussed in a
meeting of department majors in

these
departments
such
. discussion was reported to have
been in the form of the chairpersons' announcement of the
changes being made, or was even
held in the departmental foreign
language.
Section 8-19 of the Conn Faculty
Handbook
states:
"In each
department or interdepartmentaj
program a Student Advisory
Committee shall be elected for
the purpose of transmitting to the
faculty- of the department or
inter-departmental
program the
student
point
of view on
curriculum staff appointments,
and other matters of interest."
Despite forced cutbacks beyond
departmental
control,
these
faculty changes need not have
been made without at least
previously informing the Student
Advisory Committee.

'74 applications up ...
(Coutinued From Page One)
However,
the Admissions
Office does not plan to admit
more than last year. The ex.
pected class size will be 425.Final
decisions will be made in early
April.
conn has only a modest
'recruitment program. DesPite
rumors to the contrary, the ad.
missions staff does not have open

l

.A career iO'lawWithout, law school.

What can yo~ do with only a bachelor's degree?
Now there IS a way.to bridge the gap between an
u.ndergraduate education and a challenging. responSIble career. The Lawyer's Assistant is able to do
work ltadrlionalJy done by lawyers.
Three months of intensive training can give you
the skills-the
courses are taught by lawyers. You
c~o~se one of the six courses offered-choose
the
CltY.1n which you want to work.
.

Since

1970. The Institute

for Paralegal

Training

has placed mor.8 t~an 500 graduates in law firms.
,~anks, and corporations in.Dver 40 cities. .
.".
If you-a-r:e a s!udent of high acade"mic standing and
ar~ In.terested In a carele't' as a-:'lawyer's AJssist-aflt~ .
we d like to meet you.'
.
•

,

Contact your placement office for an interview with
our representative.
We will visit your campus on

TUESDAY,MARCH19

The Institute for
Paralegal Training
235 South 17th Street. PniiadelPhi-a
(215) 732-6600

PennSylvani<l19103

-'
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K.B. takes Morrison nice guys

-...

&
•
Go

by Peter Johnson
The 1974 intramural
B-ball
season started with a bang last
Monday as K.B. look on the nice
guys of Morrisson, wh ose key 10
living is sociability. lliooked like
a runaway as K.B. rolled to a 2213 halt-time lead. Peter Brennan
and Mark Gerolomo led a 3rd
period surge thai pUI Morrissoo
back into the" game. Despite the
shooting or these two, K.B. went
on to take a 43-31 decision. Jim
Perskie with 13 points, and Jim
Feinberg
with II, paced the
winners, while Mr. Gerolomo,
with 13 points, led the losers.
The evening's
second game
pitied two giants of last fall's
football follies, Harkness I vs.
J.A. Both of these learns are coed
and both <i them, Ior the most
part, are out to play and have a
/.
good lime. Harkness,
although
showing some signs of knowing
how to play, succumbed 10 J.A.,
4a-24. In what has 10 be conside red a first of sorts, there were
8 girls oul on the floor al once.
from upstale 10 Ihe city.
By Drew McDonough
Tuesday
nighl's
fir.;1 game
The most importanl runclion of
Docked al Myslic Seaport ihis .
the Clearwater is to create a showcased Iwo or the slronger
winleris the Clearwater, the anticlubs in the division as Harkness
sense of the river's heritage and
pollution sloop lhat sails on the
II, led by 4 member.; <i lasl
grealness.
Also, by developing
Hudson. The sloop is a replica or
year's Hamillon team, took on an
the
kind
or
communily
reeting
the Iype or cargo ship that sailed
improved Hamilton leam, led by
thai has been lacking on the
on the river in the 191h century. It
Dave Biro and John O'Hare.
Hudson,
the
river
will
hoperully
was buill five years ago under the
Harkness controlled
Ihe game
become a beller place. Already
guiding
force
of rolksingerand
had
lillie
Irouble
in
winning
the
Hudson
is
cleaner,
and
when
envirorunentalist
Pete
Seeger.
57-39. Roy Taylor, with 18 points,
people are doing things along the
The small ship is captained by
led Harkness while Randy Russ'
Frank Fuchiero
and. has a Hudson, there will be more in_ 12 points
lopped
Hamillon's
terest
in
the
river's
welfare.
transitional crew made up of
scorers.
Member.;hip in the Restoration
young volunleer.;. It is supported
The second game had the boys
is orily $0 ror studenls. The North
. by an organization
called the
from "Unreal"
Abbey going
River Navigator is well worth it.
Hudson River Sloop Resloration.
against Larrabee If, and ror the
Those
inlerested
in
joining
should
Members of the Restoralion
are
first time in at least 2 yearswrilelD the HRSR, Inc. 88 Markel
given Ihe opportunity to crew on
Abbey won. Down by 3 al the hall,
Streel,
Poughkeepsie,
New
York
the Clearwaler
and they receive
Abbey surged into a I poinllead
12601.
Also,
volunteers
are
a
monlhly
or
bi-monlhly
with orily a minule 10 play. A
needed
lD
help
with
the
scraping,
newsletter,
The North River
clutch roul shol by Stuey Star
sanding,
painling,
carpentry
and
Navigalor.
wilh 30 seconds to go iced Ihe
eleclrical
work
being
done
this
The Newsletter contains news
victory ror Abbey.
winter.
Any
amount
of
time
you
of the events on the river, reports
Lambdin was raced with Ihe
give will be appreciated.
Those
or progress in the anti.pollution
impossible
lask or stopping
inleresled
should
wrile
or
call
fight, and stories of the river's
Larrabee f Wednesday nighl. The
Captain
Frank
Fuchiero
al
Ihe
history. The Restoralion is aclive
game was never clooe as 4
Mystic Seaporl Museum.
in finding
sources of pollution
an d taking cases 10 court. The
Sloop Restoration
is always in
need or money, and Ihough il
sounds strange,
the court cases
By FraUD Axelrad
sometimes tW'n in a profit Under
Rosemary
Reuther, pr«iessor
a wondenul
old law, Ihe 1899
ri theology at Howard Univer.;ity
Refuse
Act,
persons
or
and an aclive feminist will speak
organizations
contributing
on "Women God Ihe ralher', as
evidence resul ting in a conviction
the guesl speaker ror Ibe worship
may share in half Ihe £ine. The
service
this Sunday al Harkness
Sloop
Reslora tion
recenlly
Chapel
earned $5,000 in Ihis manner.
Ms. Reulher
recenlly
parDwing the warm months, it
ticipated in a N.O.W. sponsored
docks al varIOUs places along the
debate on a similar subject in
river, and events take place in
New York Cily.
each of the ports. Oflen Ihe event
Al this debale Ms. Reulher and
is a concert given by singing crew
other interested
theologians
members and Pete Seeger. The
viewed
the
prose
of
biggesl event lasl year was the
and the roles
Hudson Valley Folk Picnic in "Revelation"
within
the Churfp
in Iheir
Yonker.;. Allhough rain spoiled
relalion
lD the concepts
and
part of tlje, gpy, there was a lot of
practices of women's liberation.
good rood, a group of panlDmime
Reuther's premise was lhalthe
actors and a big evening concert
Bible had turned lrulh upsideThe concert fealured Pele Seeger
down- by suggesting
thai man
and a variely
of ethnic rolk
created
woman.
She further
music, incl.uding an Irish singer
charged that ArislDUe's idea of
who played the bagpipes,
an
woman as "misbegotten
male"
African folksinger,
a troupe of
had been taken over by the
young irish dancer.;, and a very
chW"ch leaders, paranoiac about
special guest - Judy Collins.
women.
Another interesting- event was
"The linchpin or the church is
the Pumpkin sale last rall. The
sexual
repression,"
argued
Clearwa ler was loaded
with
Professor Reuther. "If we ever
pumpkins in KingslDn, N.Y. and
blew thai apar~" she added, "it
sailed down the river 10 Ihe South
would be like slipping LSD inlD
Slreet Seaport in New York City,
the Pope's chalice. P
where the pumpkins were sold.
In her sermon at the Conn
This sail recreated the days when
just hoW btUeroom there is in the
chapel, Ms. Reulh~" will regard
sloops transporled
farm produce

..

'Clearwater'

.' Mystic
In

players hit double figures to pace
Larrabee to a 87-29 win.
Harkness I, plaYIng its second
game of the week, lad< 00
HamillDn IJ in the evening finale.
Both of Ihese teams ha ve had
trouble get ling untracked,
and
from the lodts <i this game,
Harkness
f mighl never gel
rolling, giving the game away on
fouls. Tbe final score was ~25
with Bully Briggs hilting for II
points for Harkness, while Randy
Maslel" led all scorers with 18
points.
Although slill early
in the
season, Thur&lay's game between Park and Wrillhl was
crucial for Park's
chances of
gelting into the posl ...... SUI play·
offs. Any Ihoughts Park mi~hl

have had aboul upselting Wrighl
ended as Greg Yahia, lulling 00 I
<i Ius f.n;19 shol5, pUI Wrighl oul
in frool for good. Mr. Yahia.:
conlnbuled II poinl5 in the 63-44
victory.
The facully played one of its
finer games as they cba1Ien&«I
Burdick in the week's final game.
PlaYIng withoul substitutes,
the
facully managed to tie Burdick
5Z-S2 at the end <i regulalioo
lime. Then trouble struck the
facully
as
ed Preble
was
whistled out <i the game early in
the overtime period. Playing 5 00
4, Burdick easily outscored the
faculty to win 66-M. Ned Preble
and James Lowe led the faculty,
while the whole Burdick team gol
into the scoring act
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Gymnasts lose to Yale
The women's gymnastic Ieam
lost 10 Yale Sunday in a cl ose ly
conlesled meet. With only one
week of practice arler the seven
week super-break,
Ihe Conn
women managed to score 52.50
points 10 Yale's 60.05.
Coach Je£frey J. Zimmerman
expecls "Iodo much betler as the

season progresses."
Denice E. McClam scored 22.10
of the leam's points by going al~
around, i.e. penorming
on all

Iour pieces of equipment. Other
performers
were
Peggy
H.
Brown on the beam and vaulting

events, Ina Castunan on the bars,
Law'a Redi£! beam faulting and
bars, Linda E. Bordonaro beam,
and Paula L. Frosl vaulting.
The team will be travelling lD
Rhode Island College on Thursday night and to U Conn Wednesday, ""eb. 'l1. The team's first
home meel will be on March 4, at
7:00 p.m.

Poker tourney announced
A Poker Tournamenl starling
al 8:30 p.m., Monday February
25, in the Bar al Cro will open the
rir.;lof a series sponsored by the
Cro Committee
and the Cro
Coordinator's office.
The deadline for registration is
5 p.m., Feb. 25. The lournament
is open lD faculty, staff and
students; all inlerested per.;ons
should sign up al the Cro main
desk. (Call Barl Gullong ror
further
information
if

Feminist to deliver sermon here
Christian rramework to allow for
the successful
removal
<i the
tradilionaf
patriarchal
roles
withoul destrOYing the whole

necessary) .
The £ir.;1 round will be two
hours long, and no liquor will be
served during this lime. The
niles are: dealer's
choice; 50
chips per per.;on; 3 chips per bel
limil; 3 bumps per belling round;
Aces high or low ror a straighl;
!ir.;1 Ace deals; limil <i 5 people
per
lable;
(the
committee
decides who sits at a table);
cards leU all; no money allowed
in betting.
There will be a prize for the
!ir.;1 place winner only.
Tournaments
coming up will
be:
oneoOn-one
baskelball,
bridge,
ping-pong,
rootball,
chess, poo~ and other.;.

Cars ticketed

context."
"We wenl Ihrough a type of
consciousness-raiSing
experience
during our examinalioo of these
symbols, in an allempl nol to
make the service either reversely
sexist or burlesque," she added,
"DislDrting h)'IDns or speaking in
lerms of Chrisl 'the Queen' would
nol fulfill our purpose, for il
wwld ooly make a mockery <i
the service."
The service is at 11:00 8.m.
There will be an opportunity lD
meel and speak informally with
Ms.
Reulher.

Monday
Students wllb ears on campua
be aware that tickeUng
will CODlIIWlCe on February 25,
w1Eh ia Monday of .-t week.
Many decals
for lbe South
ParIdng Lot are sliD .. &Dable In
fro. If students will purcbue
theae decals prior to Friday, It
will be poaible 10 avoid long and
unnecessary IInes at the central
services De., where the decals
are ~ being sold. Decaia from
last semes1ler are no longer valid.

should

...

-

Women hoopsters highly touted
margin of 13, 41.28.
. At the half Conn led only 16-15
but some aggressIve defense '
rebounding turned the g:d
around' in the second half. T~
Manhattanvills
team tried to
double te.am the Conn star Les
Revilock, but the strategy didn't
pay.off. Even though limitingthe
normally
hot·shooting,
bali.
controlling leader of the Conn
team to 3 points, it in turn left the
ranking institutions.
other Conn girls to furlber
This team is by far the better
Conn Varsity
Basketball
looking of the two, at least off the women extended their winning dominate the game, proving that
court, because it is, of course;« streak to four games with a 39-29 it was truly a team effort that
enabled the win.
made up. of the most skilled win ov~r Eastern Connecticut
women hoopsters on ·the Conn State College.
Becky. Fraily, Patti Flyn~
Anita DeFrantz, and Karen Rey
campus .. The team currently
Leading scorers for Conn were
enjoys a 4-2 record going into Les Revilock and Becky Fraily,
taught everyone who was there a
Tuesday night's game with
lesson or two in fundamental
Eastern Connecticut. Three of - Cashin,
whose
scrambling
defense and rebounding, while
providing the backbone of the
thesevictories have come after
resulted in quite a few turnovers.
in' recent basketb~1I
action.
the break, and so far they are High scorer for the game was team.
without a loss since the vacation.
captain Less. Revilock with 18
On the offensive side other
faces and moves were seen, Sue
points.
The next victim of the girls and Ferr-is showed her shooting
their able coach, Miss 'Conklin, ability, as did Becky Fraily, both
was Yale, won by a score of 33-22. doing a fine job of getting the
After intermission, Two-Points
Now it was just a question' of This was a close and exciting' inside points.
Thomas decided to -make his f!'aching the century mark. I game throughout, .as the. Conn
Perhaps the flashiest player on
presence known ill quite an think historians will argue for ga-ls kept even, struggled from the Conn side was the streak
awesome fashion. He was all over quite somejirne as to whether the behind, and then wrapped it up shooter and defensive whiz Janet
the place,
diving, passing,
Cameis knew of their Coaches with apowerful lats surge typical
Pugh. Janet put on' quite a
charming, ball-hawking, keeping
economic plight. It seemed to this . of the teams' determination.and
display of dazzling moves in
Mo Mentwn on COlin's side. The reporter that Conn was at. g-8 spirit.
scoring many of her. points while
Sue Ferris"
Anita
game was safe in hand when points for the longest·time and DeFrantz, Beckey F'raily, and at the other end, making some
_.CoachLessig started subbing at 9 <l'm sure the brother-in-law felt PattLFlynn
formed an' im- bad blocks of the opponent's
minutes of the 3rd quarter with the same way, (he was dressed in penetrable
shots,
defense, as Less
the score 82-64.The Camels kept a barrel at this point), but the Revilock led the scoring with 14
Coach ,Conklin also kept the
plugging away, however, while argument is to win or. at least bet points and Becky Fraily followed girls moving and in fine shape by
Manhattanville sagged and tried with a point spread. The Camels with 10.
using her talented reserves, Barb
getting fancy. They should have flashed to a 98-91win. Bingo won
Latest in the women's string of Calahan, who was recovering
been in the ABA since they kept the church bazaar with 29 points, . victories, was last Saturday's
from a sprained finger, and the
bombing from :1.1-35
feet 1M then a stellar performance and Kevin' triumph over a tough Manhatrest of the, girls; Susie, Martha,
again; if Ma.nhattenVllle had seen Copeland canned 21.'Yes; but the tanvil le team
Maggie, Kimberly, and Jane, all
which had
thaf red, white and blue ball, they final tally was 98 not 100... .on the previously beaten Conn by 13 did an excellent job in playing the
might have tried balancing it on other hand a tie bet is like kissing
gamethe 'Yay it should be played.
points. this time the hometown
their noses since they couldn't your sister or, at least, your favorites came through with a
With all the action, excitement,
WID in this other. game.
!rother-in-law.
truly impressive 'performance to· and beauty of OUf girl's team, you
just can't ·afford to miss the
best their rivals by the same
better side of basketbaU!
By Greg Woodward
Contrary to popular belief
Connecticut College does have a
high ranking varsity basketball
team; in fact they have two.
While both teams enjoy, success
on the court, one of them has
defeated such highly touted
opponents-as U. Conn., Yale,
Brown; Wesleyan, Trinity, and
other teams from similarly high

..'t

i.

Les Revilock

takes

layup

The first win came in a game
agains(Trinity College and was
evidence of the teams real talent
because it was on the first night
back and therefore the girls had
had 'no practice since before their
long layoff to sharpen up for the
game, Excellent defensive play
was shown by Anita Def'rantz,
top rebounder of the game, and
by Barb Calahan and Jane

Galloping 'camels takeM'hattanville
by Stuart Meyers
It could have been a joke, a

IitUe light hearted bantering, but
Coach Lessig was not smiling. It
may belp to realize what a 'spend
thrift his brother-in-jaw actually
.. is. All the coach said was "You're
on." Tbe bet and w'ager was duly
noted, the stakes were set, the
teams were at hand. Mr. Lessig's
perhaps slightly vicious brotherin-law had ofered ..... for every
point over 100, I pay; for every
point under you pay." Woo could
really tell? The Conn Camels
hadn't been showcased before the
bome crowd since scmetime
before The Reformation, Cro was
greased to the gills with frenzied
folks and rockin' scunds and
more than ready for some running, shooting, and some general
mayhem. Coach took the beleven odds.
There were no spoUights or
confetti or pom-ppoms but the
Camels were decked -out· and
cackling' and cracking
with
confidence. They were shorter,
S<nlewhat less bulky, at every'
position then were the men from
Manhattenville but you had to
bellve the Conn kids could run
and 6utsprint and maybe even
outsing the opponents.
The tip~ brQught some wide
open passing, end to end action,
wheelin', dealin', and smokin'
Copeland. Kevin, hack after a
short hiatus, dominated the 1st
half with 'bounds, steals, passes,
inspiration, and shooting to the
point that Conn led by 19 points.
the
Camels'
persistence,
de!ermined hustle, and heads up
play constantly beat Manhal!enville to !be offensive zooe.
Bingo Burnetti w.... the right
uppercut to Kevin's left hook as
he hit those jump shots from
downtown; headed up the set
offense, and converted too many
of Kevin's passes for Manha I!enville's peace of mind. The
score at half, 57-38.Bingo oopped
in 16 and Kevin cajoled 13 points. '
Most agreed at this point, that
. .
Conn wouldn't score highly with
Catherine A. Menges, captain
Amy Vanderbilt as the perfect
of the COM College Women's
.
.
oourteous host but the loyal
fnasses don't like close garnes.~ Swum Team, led the team In
Lessill's
brother-in-law
was scoflng With her se~ond place
squirming ever so slightly (he finish In the 50 yd. ba?kstroke
event In the Women s New
w.... seen loosening his tie and E IdS'
.
d·
.
ng an, w~numng an DiVing
unbuttoning his shirt in hopes,
perhaps, of trading it in for cash ChampIOnships. The races were
- he knew the Cro Bar w.... open) held thiS 'Past weekend at the
University of Maine In Orono.
but the band played on.
Out of a field of 21 colleges(

M

. Depth shown in semester's crew

photos

by Park

.

man

enges Iea dS'SWImmers in NE meet
Call
ege placed 11th. Points
were accumulated through both
the telays and the inaivid
events. Ms. Menges also la ual
4th and 7th in other
ced
Among the th
ents.
0 er competitors
from Connecticut Colleg ewer
L ne
Catherine M. Platen
Cooley, Betsey B. Kru 'car~ n
S. Spooner and K ~h
yn
Dickson.
a ryn A.
COM

tv

The Connecticut (::ollege crew
team took to the water this past
Monday armed with snow shovels
and sweat shir.ts. Last year the
team was quite successful - the
women's crew ranked second in
the natiorr behiJId Radcliffe while
the men's
freshmen
lightweight crew fin'isned second
nationally in the smaU coUege
division behind the Coast GUard
Academy.
This year's team appears more
promising,in all areas, according
to Coach C. Barton Gullong. With
five returning veterans from last
year's freshmen light-weight
boat and new strength in the
freshmen ranks, this' should be
the year fortbe men's program to
complete its development and
start paying off in wiJIs. The
freshmen llght-weights of last
year, however, will be facing far
tougher opponents since they
are now competing as varsity
IIgntwelgms.
This year's schedule for :the
men will certainly match their
.new strength according to Coach
.. *
1f *' ........
'8" .-

* * * ..

Baseball

meetiuo-

b

A meeting will be held for all
Ihose Wishing to play baseball
this Spring. Th~ mee.ting will be
Wednesday Feb 27 7p m I' th
"
.,
.,
" n e
hvmg room of Harkness. Anyone
unable ~o attend, but slill inlerested In playing should contact
Ne~ Preble in the Admissions
Office.

*~*******'!'t****

Gullong. Races are planned with
Williams, Wesleyan, Holy Cross,
Amherst and WPI, although a
~omplete schedule is not yet.
available.
~ This year's women's program
sees a lot of veterans not rowing
. for one reason 'or another. A
small freshmen turn-out has aU
but eliminated the possibility of
two women's eights and Gullong
feels.thathe wil1be boating crews
in the heavy-weight eights and
fours divisions of the Eastern
AssOciation of Women's ROWing
CoUeges. In spite of this, he feels
that the women who are rowing
are stronger than last year's, and
he expects a similar, if not better
finish than last year.
A new epoxy eight and two new
sets of oars for the women and
varsity light-weights, will. certainly aid the Conn cre.ws In. the
quest fdr hardware this spring.
The competition is fierce for
seats in tee boats and the only
area which seems to be lacking is
.that of coxswains.
Physical
.growth has cost two coxswains
from last year's squad and a
heavy schedule has cast two

more.
Anyone interested in trying ou~
for the coxswsain should see Mr.
Gullong in his office behind the
main desk in Crozier-Williams. If
this problem can be over-come,
Connecticut CoUege crews WIUbe
looking fot;Vard to an even better
season that last year's. With your
. support it can happen.'

